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SISIUTIL’S CIV IV STRATEGY GUIDE FOR BEGINNERS 

VERSION 5.0 – OCTOBER 17, 2011 

INTRODUCTION  

Herein you will find a compilation of tips, tricks, tactics, and strategies gleaned from the Civilization Fanatics Center 

forums (http://forums.civfanatics.com/) and from my own experience playing the game.  

Please note that this document is not meant to be a definitive collection of Civilization IV strategies. Furthermore, in a 

game as complex as Civ IV, many different strategies may be effective, including some that run counter to the advice 

listed here. Rather, this document is intended to simply provide a foundation for players new to the game (even if 

they’ve played previous Civilization versions) so they can achieve success, move up the difficulty levels, and enjoy 

one of the best computer games on the market.  

Version 3.0 & later Update: The guide now includes items that apply to both the Warlords and Beyond the Sword 

expansion packs. Wherever these appear, either the term Warlords/BtS or BtS is included, in bold, to make it clear 

that these pointers do not apply to ―vanilla‖ (non-expansion pack) Civilization IV. Warlords/BtS indicates that the 

pointer applies to both expansion packs, while BtS indicates that it only applies to Beyond the Sword.  
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1. GENERAL  

 Cities, military units, and civics all have associated maintenance costs, cities especially. Having a large 

number of cities can be very expensive, especially early in the game.  

 Civics changes result in one or more turns of anarchy, during which your civilization makes no 

progress—no research, no building, and so on. Excessive civics changes can therefore put you behind 

the other civilizations, especially those with the Spiritual trait that do not experience anarchy. (In BtS, 

you can change civics without experiencing anarchy during a golden age.)  

1.1 WORKERS & TILE IMPROVEMENTS 

 Workers are vital units that improve tiles, build roads, chop forests, and so on. Without them, your 

civilization will stagnate.  

 Try to have approximately 1.5 workers per city. If you have four cities, for example, you should have 

about six workers.  

 Workers should prioritize tiles with resources first, as these provide the highest yields and, often, 

additional benefits as well (such as increased happiness or health). A road is almost always required on 

the resource tile to make the resource available to your civilization.  

 After resources, focus on improving tiles that a city’s citizens are working but that are unimproved.  

 Forests can be chopped to provide production points (―hammers‖). Have your workers chop down 

forests to accelerate production of the units/improvements/wonders you need.  

 Do not set workers to auto-improve: they tend to build too may farms and not enough cottages, among 

other things. You’ll be better off if you manage the workers yourself. If you still want to automate 

workers, consider turning on ―Automated workers leave existing improvements‖ and ―Automated 

workers do not chop forests‖ in Game Options.  

 You can assign more than one worker to implement the same tile improvement on the same tile. This 

will accelerate the completion of the tile improvement.  

 A railroad will increase the production yield of a tile with a mine, oil well, or lumbermill (or a quarry in 

Warlords/BtS) by 1.  

1.2 SLAVERY  

 The Slavery civic allows you to sacrifice part of a city’s population (―whipping‖) to rush production of a 

building or unit.  

 ―Whipping‖ results in 10 turns (normal speed) of one additional unhappy citizen in that city.  

 You can never sacrifice more than half of the city’s population.  

 Since the Globe Theatre eliminates all unhappiness, you can whip away as many citizens as you want 

in the city where it’s located and there will be no unhappy citizens.  

 If done properly, you can use slavery to eliminate unhappiness. If a city has more unhappy than happy 

citizens, eliminating the unhappy citizens can make the city ―happy‖ again. This can be especially 

valuable in the early game, when the ―happiness cap‖ of your cities may be quite low. (The initial 

happiness cap is lower on each successive difficulty level.)  
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2. EARLY/MID GAME  

2.1 GENERAL  

 The most important early resources are: copper, horses, and iron (for military); stone and marble (for 

Wonders); gold, silver, and gems (for your economy and happiness); and food resources.  

 The best initial city build orders involve Workers, Work Boats, Warriors, and Settlers. Any of these could 

be your first build in the city, for varying reasons and uses:  

o Worker: A Worker can chop forests to rush completion of other builds (once you’ve discovered 

Bronze Working). As noted above, they are also needed to improve tiles around your cities. 

Remember that your city’s population does not grow while building a Worker (or a Settler). If you 

have a tile that can be improved next to your capital, and the technology required to improve it, 

building a Worker first is probably your best choice.   

o Work Boat: If you have a coastal start with seafood in the capital’s ―Big Fat Cross‖ and you start 

with the Fishing technology, a Work Boat should be your first build. Seafood resources are 

excellent tiles, providing both food and commerce.  

o Warrior: Many players prefer to build a Warrior (or Scout, if you start with Hunting) first, timing the 

build by changing the tile worked by the capital’s first citizen so that the unit is finished on the same 

turn that the city grows to size 2. The Warrior then joins your initial unit in exploring the map, while 

the next build (usually a Worker) is completed faster because you have two citizens working tiles, 

not just one. A Warrior can also escort and protect Workers and Settlers on the way to a new city 

site; once there, the Warrior in turn becomes the new city’s first defender 

o Settler: Building a Settler first allows you to have a second city in place very early in the game. 

However, you should research a tech that reveals a strategic resource (such as Animal Husbandry 

for horses or Bronze Working for copper) to determine where this city should be located.  

 The best initial tech research paths vary, but Bronze Working is generally one of the most valuable 

early technologies and should be a priority, if not your top priority. This is because (a) it reveals the 

locations of copper on the map, which can be used to build Axemen, a powerful early military unit;  

(b) it grants you the ability to chop forests to accelerate production; and (c) it enables access to the 

Slavery civic, which allows you to sacrifice population to accelerate production. 

 Other valuable early techs are the ―worker techs‖ (such as Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, The Wheel, 

Mining, Pottery, Fishing, Masonry, and Hunting) which allow you to improve tiles around your cities.  

 Warlords/BtS Addendum: Because Chariots receive a +100% bonus when attacking Axemen in the 

expansion packs, Animal Husbandry is a more valuable early technology in Warlords/BtS— especially 

for fending off barbarians. Remember, however, that Chariots also require The Wheel and horses.  

 The best early military unit is the Axeman; Chariots are also useful because they are relatively cheap 

(and are more useful in Warlords/BtS, as noted above). Others are Unique Units (UUs) of Civs with an 

early one (Rome, Inca, Aztec, Mali, Mongolia, Persia; in Warlords/BtS, Carthage, the Celts, and the 

Zulus; in BtS, Maya, Native America, and Sumer.)  
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 Once you discover Pottery, have your Workers create several cottage tile improvements to generate 

commerce. This is known as ―cottage spam‖. The best tiles for cottages are those next to rivers for an 

immediate +1 commerce bonus. Note: A cottage tile must have a citizen assigned to work it in order for 

the cottage’s revenue to increase (see the next point).  

 To assign citizens to work specific tiles, go into the city screen (double-click on the city). Each tile 

surrounded by a white circle has a citizen assigned to work it. Click on a white-circled tile to remove the 

citizen from that tile, then click on a different (non-circled) tile to re-assign that citizen to work that tile. 

Obviously, the more citizens a city has, the more tiles it can work and the more food, hammers, and 

commerce it can produce.  

2.2 EXPLORATION  

 You start the game with a Settler and one of two basic units: either a Warrior or, if your Civ starts with 

the Hunting technology, a Scout. Use the Warrior or Scout to explore and reveal terrain.  

 Moving an exploring unit onto a hill will allow the unit to ―see‖ further, revealing more of the surrounding 

tiles.  

 Since there is typically a great deal of forest and jungle on the map in the early stage of the game, it is 

often best to give your exploratory units Woodsman promotions as they earn experience points (―XPs‖). 

This increases their defensive strength on forest or jungle tiles, and with Woodsman II the unit has 2 

moves through forest or jungle per turn—even Warriors, who only get 1 move per turn on clear tiles!  

 Look for an opportunity to ―steal‖ an opponent’s Worker. It will hurt them and, if the Worker makes it 

back to your territory alive, will benefit you. This will require you to declare war, however, which can 

have long-term diplomatic consequences.  

2.2.1 SCOUTS VERSUS WARRIORS  

 Warriors are stronger (strength 2) than Scouts (strength 1), get a +25% city defense bonus, and can 

attack other units, which includes capturing Workers (Scouts can only defend). Scouts, however, move 

faster (2 tiles per turn instead of 1) and have a +100% bonus when defending against animal attacks.  

 It is usually not worthwhile to research the Hunting tech if your Civ doesn’t possess it just so you can 

build Scouts. The exception is if there is a resource requiring a Camp (Ivory, Fur, Deer) within one of 

your early cities’ workable areas.  

 Remember that in forest, jungle, and on hills, both units move at the same speed.  

 Scouts will never produce Barbarians from a tribal village, unlike all other units including Warriors.  

2.3 BARBARIANS  

 When exploring, watch out for Barbarians. At first they appear in the form of animals, then in the form of 

military units.  

 If you think a barbarian unit is likely to attack, the best thing to do is retreat if your unit is a Scout, or 

fortify if it’s a Warrior. (The likelihood and frequency of barb attacks increases with the difficulty level.) 

 Try to move your exploring units so they end their turn in forest, jungle, hills, or best of all, a forested or 

jungled hill, for the defensive bonus.  
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 Barbarians spawn in the ―fog of war‖—any darkened tile on the map, even if you’ve previously explored 

and revealed it. The exception is if another Civ has cultural boundaries in that area; barbarians will not 

spawn there.  

 Barbarian animals will not enter your cultural boundaries. If you found a city on a tile adjacent to an 

animal, the animal will move outside of the city’s boundaries on the next turn.  

 Barbarian military units will enter your boundaries. They will first pillage tile improvements, then attack 

the nearest city. To counter this, build roads to your improvements so city defenders can quickly move 

out to attack; also, build units such as chariots and horse archers which can move more tiles per turn—

especially on roads—and attack the barbarians before they get to your tile improvements. You may also 

want to fortify units on particularly important early resources such as copper, horses, and iron.  

 To prevent Barbarians from spawning, build and post sentries—often called ―fog busters‖—in the empty 

areas of the map (barbarian units cannot spawn within 2 tiles, in any direction, of a civ’s unit). Archers 

with Guerrilla (extra hill defense) promotions are well-suited for this; they’re relatively cheap, and when 

fortified on hills, they will remove more of the fog. Any Barbarians that still spawn will usually attack 

these units and are unlikely to win.  

 Remember that fighting Barbarians provides your units with experience points toward promotions. So 

they’re not all bad. Barbarians will also sometimes found cities, which you can capture and keep if 

they’re in good locations.  

 If Barbarians are spoiling the game for you, you can start a custom game and turn them off; however, 

you then lose the benefit of the experience points (―XPs‖) your units get from fighting them and the 

opportunity to capture their cities. Alternatively, in Warlords/BtS, you can build the Great Wall world 

wonder, which bans land-based barbarians from your territory forever.  

2.4 CITY MAINTENANCE  

 Each city has a maintenance cost that detracts from the commerce it can contribute back to your 

civilization. Maintenance costs grow with the population of the city. They are also higher the further the 

city is from your capital (unless you’re running the State Property civic).  

 City maintenance was purposely included by the game developers to reduce the effectiveness of REX 

(Rapid EXpansion) strategies. REX was used by players of previous versions of Civilization, where the 

key to the game was to build as many early cities as possible until no more land was available.  

 Attempting to employ REX haphazardly in Civilization IV will cause your maintenance costs to rise, your 

research to drop to 0%, and your treasury to empty. Your units will eventually go on strike—meaning 

the game will automatically begin to disband units—because you can’t pay them. Since the other 

civilizations are continuing to research new technologies and expand their armies with more advanced 

units, you’ll eventually become a sitting duck.  

2.4.1 EARLY EXPANSION 

 It is still possible and often advisable to found (or capture) several key cities early in the game; however, 

you must ensure that you have means of off-setting the rising city maintenance costs so you can still 

support research, the maintenance costs of your military, and so on.  

 One way to deal with excessive early city maintenance costs is to simply avoid them by limiting the 

number of early cities you build (usually 4 to 6) until you can afford more. However, this may keep you 

from claiming some important city sites.  
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 You can and should found additional cities if they will provide an early return on their investment, for 

example:  

o The city will claim a high-commerce tile such as gold, silver, or gems; working this tile will usually 

offset the city’s maintenance costs.  

o The city will claim a resource that will boost happiness (once again, gold, silver or gems; also ivory 

or furs), allowing you to grow your cities larger and work more tiles (especially cottage tiles, as the 

commerce from these will in turn support your economy).  

o Later in the game, calendar resources will be valuable for this purpose—so much so that you may 

want to claim them well in advance.  

o The city claims a key military resource you lack, such as copper, horses, or iron.  

o The city has several high-food tiles that will allow you to run several specialists.  

o The city will be in a key strategic location, such as on a narrow strip of land that will block rivals 

from expanding into your territory.  

o The city will be a very good to excellent production centre (military, wonders, workers, settlers).  

 Initially, expansion will likely produce an adverse effect on your economy, forcing you to work more high 

commerce tiles and/or lower the research slider. Eventually, however, you should be able to bounce 

back or compensate for these effects (see below).  

2.4.2 MANAGING YOUR ECONOMY  

 Early technologies that will assist your economy (and, thereby, help offset city maintenance costs): 

o Pottery: So you can improve tiles with cottages.  

o Writing, Sailing, the Wheel: These technologies support the creation of trade routes. Writing, 

besides enabling Open Borders, also allows you to build libraries and run scientist specialists.  

o Code of Laws: Allows you to build courthouses, which reduce maintenance by 50%.  

o Currency: This powerful technology adds a trade route to every city, allows you to build markets 

and wealth, and also enables trading items such as technologies and resources for gold.   

 Build the Forbidden Palace national wonder (and, later, the Versailles world wonder), which acts as a 

second capital. Ensure that you build it a good distance from your capital to increase its effectiveness.  

 Found a religion, spread it, and build its shrine (required: Great Prophet). Or capture another civ’s holy 

city. A holy city with a shrine provides 1 gold to the city for every city (domestic or foreign) where the 

holy city’s religion is present.  

 ―Pointy-stick research‖: Build some military units and support your economy by capturing barbarian 

and/or foreign cities and/or pillaging their surrounding tile improvements.  

 Build commerce/trade route multipliers such as markets and harbors, and, later in the game, grocers, 

banks, and customs houses (BtS).  

 Run lower-cost civics; later in the game, run civics that increase commerce (such as Free Speech) or 

that reduce city maintenance (State Property). 
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3. TECHNOLOGY  

3.1 GENERAL  

 It is not necessary, or even preferable, to keep the research slider at 100%. Circumstances in the game 

will likely force the slider to vary tremendously in order to stay in the black. This is normal.  

 At certain points in the game, it will make sense to ―bee-line‖ to certain technologies (researching 

prerequisite techs toward a valuable end-goal tech, ignoring others).  

 Some techs have additional benefits beyond granting the ability to build certain units, buildings, or 

improvements, and thus are often targets for ―bee-lining‖:  

o Free Technology: the first Civ to discover Liberalism gets a free technology.  

o Founding Religions: the first Civ to discover the following techs founds the matching religion:  

 Meditation: Buddhism  

 Polytheism: Hinduism  

 Monotheism: Judaism  

 Philosophy: Taoism  

 Code of Laws: Confucianism  

 Theology: Christianity  

 Divine Right: Islam  

o Free Great People: the first Civ to discover the following techs gets a free Great Person:  

 Music: Great Artist  

 Economics: Great Merchant  

 Physics: Great Scientist  

 Fusion: Great Engineer  

 Fascism: Great General (in Warlords/BtS)  

 Communism: Great Spy (in BtS) 

 You should also consider bee-lining to the technology that makes your civ’s Unique Unit (UU) available, 

or at least making that technology a high priority.  

 In Warlords/BtS, your civ now also has a Unique Building (UB), and again, it makes sense to prioritize 

the technology that makes it available in order to gain the additional benefits of the UB as early as 

possible.  

3.2 TECH TRADING  

 Discovering Alphabet enables the ability to trade technologies with other civilizations, making it another 

common bee-line target.  

 Tech trading with other Civs is a sound strategy, with these caveats:  
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o DON’T trade/gift a new military tech, especially to a potential enemy, if it could be used against you 

soon.  

o DO trade/gift a military tech to a smaller, weaker Civ, or to a friendly ally, if it’s likely it will be used 

against one of your bigger, stronger opponents.  

o DON’T trade/gift a tech that allows building a Wonder if you are building it or are about to start 

building it yourself.  

o DON’T trade/gift Alphabet immediately after you discover it, as this allows rivals to tech trade.  

o DO trade/gift the same tech to other Civs in the same turn to keep them from trading/gifting it and 

gaining the techs and diplomacy points instead of you.  

o DO get a good deal: hover the mouse over each tech to discover its research cost. Make sure you 

get a tech of similar value in exchange. (Note: The AI usually insists on a good deal, and will want a 

more ―expensive‖ tech from you for a ―cheaper‖ one they’re offering.)  

o DON’T trade technologies excessively, especially as you move up the difficulty levels, as this will 

result in the other leaders refusing to trade any techs to you (See Section 3.2.1 WFYABTA, below).  

 The AI civilizations will never trade a technology to you that enables building a spaceship part.  

 You can sometimes get technologies from a rival civilization just by asking for them. The other leader 

must be at ―Pleased‖ or ―Friendly‖ with you, and the technology has to be a relatively cheap one or one 

that you’ve nearly finished researching on your own. You might also get technologies from leaders who 

are ―Cautious‖, ―Annoyed‖, or ―Furious‖, provided your military power is significantly higher than theirs—

but you will earn a diplomatic demerit for it (―You made an arrogant demand!‖).  

3.2.1 WFYABTA 

 Too many tech trades can eventually result in other leaders refusing to trade techs with you; if this 

happens, when you hover the mouse pointer over any of their red-lined techs in the diplomacy screen, 

you will see ―We fear you are becoming too advanced‖ (a.k.a. WFYABTA).  

 The WFYABTA limit varies from one leader to another, and happens after fewer tech trades with each 

increase in difficulty level.  

 The WFYABTA count is based upon the number of tech trades the leader in questions has ―seen‖ you 

perform with other civs that leader has also met. Therefore, tech trades with civilizations whom you 

have met, but whom the leader in question has not, do not count toward it.  

 Also, any trades you conducted before meeting the leader in question do not count toward the limit. So 

when you first meet a leader on another continent once you have Optics, for example, their WFYABTA 

count with you will be 0, even if you have conducted many tech trades with the other leaders on your 

home continent.  

 A leader who is ―Friendly‖ with you will always trade techs, even if their WFYABTA limit has been 

reached. (However, they still may not trade a tech to you for other reasons, such as if it’s a ―monopoly‖ 

tech—i.e., they’re the only civ with whom they’re in contact that possesses that tech—or if it enables a 

wonder which they’re building.) 

 A leader who has reached his/her WFYABTA limit with you might still agree to give you technologies as 

part of a peace deal to end a war—especially if that war is going badly for them.  
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4. CITIES 

4.1 BASICS: CITY PRODUCTION  

 Cities produce three things from the 1 tile they occupy and the 20 surrounding them (the ―fat cross‖): 

food (depicted by slices of bread), production (hammers), and commerce (coins).  

o Food is used only within the city where it’s produced, to support the population and to ensure that 

the city grows.  

o Production (a.k.a. ―hammers‖) is also used exclusively within the city, to build things such as 

military units, buildings, and Wonders.  

o Commerce is different, in that it is not directly used within the city but is contributed back to your 

civilization as a whole. (Because it is a special case, commerce is dealt with below in Section 4.4 

Commerce.)  

 While each tile produces a default amount of each item, the tiles can be improved by workers to 

increase or, in some cases, decrease the items produced by each tile. A farm, for example, increases 

the amount of food produced by a tile, while a workshop decreases it.  

 Some tiles contain resources that provide additional yields beyond what a normal tile does; these 

resources can also be used for special production uses in your civilization as a whole, or can be traded 

to other civilizations for resources you lack, or for gold per turn (GPT).  

 As with regular tile production, resources fall into three categories: food (such as sheep, wheat, and 

fish); production (such as bronze, horses, stone, iron, coal, and oil); and commerce (such as gold, 

gems, dye, and silver). Some resources provide bonuses in more than one category; for example, sugar 

and wine provide both additional food and also commerce.  

 As in real life, resources in Civilization IV are prized commodities. You will want to found cities near 

several resources. You may even fight wars to gain access to particularly valuable ones, or to deny 

them to rivals.  

 The choice of what tiles to work—especially early in the game, when your cities have a limited number 

of citizens to assign to tiles, and a limited number of workers to improve those tiles—will depend on 

many factors. These include the city’s specialization (see Section 4.6 on this topic below), your long-

term and short-term goals, the city’s current build, and so on. For example, you may move citizens off of 

low-hammer tiles (those with extra food for growth and/or commerce) to ones with high hammer yields if 

the city is building a world wonder. Be prepared to enter the city screen on a regular basis and adjust 

the tile assignments as needed.  

4.2 CITY PLACEMENT  

 A city’s surrounding terrain will play a large part in determining its best specialization (see section 4.6 

City Specialization, below, for more details). The opposite is also true: if you are looking to build a 

certain city type, you will be looking for an area with specific types of terrain.  

 Ideally you want a city to be able to grow to its maximum population so all the tiles in the fat cross can 

eventually be worked by its citizens.  
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 Since some tiles do not produce the two food required to support the citizens working it (especially 

production-rich tiles like hills), you will need some tiles to produce additional food.  

 Food resources such as pigs, rice, clams, and so on can provide the additional food needed, as can the 

farm tile improvement. It is a very good idea to include at least one food resource in a city’s fat cross. 

Besides food, you will likely want the city to focus on commerce or production—in some cases, a 

combination of both. Again, resources and tile improvements will determine and help with this.  

 A source of fresh water (river, lake, oasis) provides a +2 health bonus if your city is on a tile immediately 

next to one. It also provides a water source for irrigating nearby tiles.  

 Hills provide a defense bonus to units fortified in a city located on one. In addition, a city on a plains hill 

gets a +1 production bonus on that tile.  

 Tiles beside rivers produce +1 commerce, making them attractive for cottages. However, you may also 

want to use some of these tiles for irrigation or watermills, so plan their use carefully.  

 A common mistake is to place a city 1 tile from the coast; the AI does this frequently, to its detriment. 

Why is this sub-optimal? A city one tile from the coast cannot build a lighthouse, drydock, harbor, or 

customs house, but it will have some (perhaps several) water tiles in its BFC that cannot be improved.  

 Does it make sense to settle right on top of a resource? It depends. Remember that by doing so, you 

will not gain the additional benefit (extra food, commerce, and/or hammers) you would have from 

improving the tile and working it. Therefore, it makes little or no sense to settle on top of food resources. 

Food is vital in the game—every slice of bread counts! You should also avoid founding a city on top of a 

high-yield resource such as gold, silver, or gems. However, resources with relatively low yields (e.g. 

wine, ivory) are good for settling upon if that’s the best location for the city. This gives you the additional 

advantage of having the resource available immediately, or as soon as you finish researching the 

enabling technology. In addition, founding a city on top of a resource makes it nearly impossible to 

pillage the resource or steal it via culture—so it may be appealing sometimes to settle on top of 

strategic resources such as iron or copper, despite the loss of hammers this entails.  

4.3 CITY GROWTH  

 Larger cities with more citizens can work more tiles and contribute more commerce and production to 

your civilization; also, with more citizens contributing more production (―hammers‖), builds are faster.  

 A food surplus is needed for city growth; the bigger the surplus, the faster the growth. However, the 

larger a city becomes, the slower it grows, because more food is required to reach the next growth 

point.  

 Cities do not grow while they are producing either workers or settlers; all excess food goes into the unit 

rather than growing the population.  

 The best aid to city growth is the granary. If a city has a granary, when it grows to its next population 

point, half of the food used to grow the city remains available and is used to grow the city to its next 

population size in turn.  

 As cities grow, however, health and happiness will eventually become issues.  
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4.3.1 HEALTH  

 If a city becomes unhealthy, some citizens are ―sick‖, and consume additional food. The city’s growth 

will slow, possibly even stagnating or starving as a result.  

 Buildings that improve a city’s health: Granary, Aqueduct, Harbor, Grocer, Hospital, Recycling Centre.  

 Some buildings, such as harbors and grocers, require specific resources to provide their health benefits.  

 Resources that improve health throughout your Civ: cow, wheat, rice, corn, fish, pig, sheep, clam, 

crabs, deer. Note that each of these resources provides +1 health; having more than one of the same 

resource does not provide additional health. You should, therefore, trade excess resources to other civs 

to obtain those you don’t have.  

 Leave some forest tiles unchopped (each 2 forest tiles in a city’s ―fat cross‖ = +1 health). This can be 

especially valuable if the city has floodplains, since they each contribute -0.4 health and unlike jungles, 

cannot be improved in this regard.  

 Remove jungle tiles (-0.25 health each; required tech: Iron Working); underneath them are valuable 

grassland tiles.  

4.3.2 HAPPINESS  

 Unhappiness is mainly caused by city size. The larger the city, the more unhappiness from 

overcrowding. (The difficulty level also affects this; the higher the difficulty level, the lower the 

population level at which citizens become unhappy.)  

 Unhappiness obviously balances out city growth, described above. Unhappy citizens consume food 

without working a tile to grow any, making the city less productive and adversely affecting its growth.  

 Cottages and commerce do not help to reduce unhappiness.  

 Happiness Increasers:  

o Buildings such as temples, theatres, colosseums; other buildings such as markets and forges can 

also increase happiness provided certain resources are available.  

o State Religion (+1 happy citizen if the city contains your state religion)  

o Luxury resources (gold, silver, gems, fur, ivory, wine, silk, sugar, incense, spices, dye, hit 

musicals, hit singles, hit movies; +1 happy citizen from each)  

o Culture: increase the amount (%) of culture your civilization produces via the culture slider.  

o Units: a city with no defenders will have one or more unhappy citizens, depending upon its size.  

o Civics  

 Representation (+3 happy citizens in your 5 largest cities) 

 Hereditary Rule (+1 happy citizen from each military unit in the city)  

 Environmentalism (+1 happy citizen for each forest or jungle within the city’s ―fat cross‖. 

Note: in BtS, those tiles require forest preserves to produce happy citizens.)  

 Emancipation (removes the +1 unhappy citizen for each Civ that has adopted it)  

 Free Religion (+1 happy citizen for each religion in a city)   
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 You can also deal with unhappiness by removing the unhappy citizens. The Slavery civic allows you to 

use population to finish buildings or units. This results in one or more unhappy citizens for 10 turns, but 

since you have removed unhappy citizens, this usually balances out.  

 To avoid reaching the unhappiness threshold before you can accommodate it with one or more of the 

―happiness increasers‖, use the city manager’s ―Avoid Growth‖ button—or simply change the tiles the 

city’s citizens are working so growth is ―stagnant‖.  

4.4 COMMERCE  

 Commerce is contributed to your civilization as a whole to be converted into one of three things: 

Wealth, Research, or Culture. (In BtS, Espionage is added as a fourth output.)  

 Wealth is the amount of money (―gold‖ in the game) you have coming into your treasury. Ideally you 

want to have a surplus, not a deficit.  

 Wealth is extremely useful; it can be used to upgrade military units from obsolete to up-to-date types 

while keeping their promotions intact; it can be used to purchase things from other civilizations, such as 

resources, technology, or even military alliances and actions; with the Universal Suffrage government 

civic, it can be used to rush production in your cities.  

 However, the production of Wealth must be balanced against your need to allocate money to Research 

in order to advance technologically. At the start of the game, the commerce ―slider‖ (the % adjuster, top 

left of the screen) allocates commerce toward either your treasury or to research of new technologies.  

 Later, with the discovery of Drama, you gain a second slider, for Culture. This allows you to allocate 

commerce toward increasing culture in every city in your civilization. This has a number of effects, 

mainly increasing the happiness of your citizens and accelerating border expansion.  

 From the very start of the game in BtS, you can convert commerce into Espionage. See Section 11: 

Espionage in this guide for more details.  

4.4.1 TRADE ROUTES 

 Every city has a certain number of trade routes with other cities which bring in additional commerce. 

The trade routes and their income are visible in the upper left of the city screen, below the 

science/culture/espionage sliders.  

 The game automatically creates and adjusts trade routes based upon current game conditions, some of 

which are described below. You cannot modify trade routes directly.  

 Exploration of the map is important because you can only have trade routes with cities whose borders 

are visible to you (note that the city tile itself does not need to be visible).  

 Trade routes require a corresponding physical route to another city. You can connect to other cities 

either by road (enabled by The Wheel) or water (river or coast, enabled by Sailing; or ocean, enabled 

by Astronomy).  

 Open Borders agreements (enabled by Writing) are also required to enable foreign trade routes.  

 Trade routes with foreign cities are more lucrative than domestic ones; likewise, overseas trade routes 

are more lucrative than continental trade routes. This is another reason why Astronomy is often such a 

game-changing and vital technology to discover, especially on maps with multiple continents separated 

by ocean tiles.  
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 To take advantage of trade routes:  

o Early game: 

 Research The Wheel, Sailing, and Writing. 

 Once you have Writing, sign Open Borders agreements with your neighbours to enable 

foreign trade routes. This will also allow you to scout their territory.  

 If Sailing is a low priority for you (for example, if all your cities are land-locked and you 

don’t have its prerequisite technology, Fishing), build roads to connect to other roads in 

neighbouring civs’ territory, or at least to connect to rivers that also run through their 

territory. With an Open Borders agreement in place, you can build roads in foreign 

territory, if needed. (Note: you do not need to connect every city directly; it’s enough to 

have a road and/or river route that connects you to each neighbour.) 

 If you have or plan on having many coastal cities, build the Great Lighthouse world 

wonder, which adds an additional trade route in all those cities.  

 Build the Temple of Artemis world wonder—preferably in a coastal city—which increases 

trade route income in that city.  

o Mid game:  

 Research Currency, which adds another trade route to all your cities.  

 Research Astronomy, which enables trade routes across ocean tiles.  

 Build Harbors, which increase trade route income in coastal cities by 50%.  

 Once you’ve researched Astronomy, strive to maintain good enough relations with the 

largest overseas civilizations so that they’ll sign Open Borders agreements with you.  

 Avoid running the Mercantilism civic, especially once you discover Astronomy. 

Mercantilism only allows domestic trade routes to exist.  

 If overseas civs are running Mercantilism, it may be necessary to trade Economics, 

Astronomy, and even Corporation to them to make international trade routes more 

lucrative and attractive than Mercantilism’s 1 free specialist per city. You can also use 

diplomacy to urge them to change civics, but they’ll rarely change from Mercantilism until 

they have most or all of the aforementioned techs.  

o Late game:  

 Research Economics, then switch to the Free Market civic, which adds another trade 

route to all your cities.  

 Economics also enables Custom Houses (BtS), which can be built to further increase 

trade route income in your coastal cities.  

 Research Corporation, which adds another trade route to all your cities.  

 Research Flight. This enables the Airport, which adds another trade route to each city 

where one is built.  

 Research Mass Media and build the United Nations world wonder. Use the UN to pass 

the single currency (+1 trade route in all cities) and open borders resolutions.  
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4.5 SPECIALISTS  

 You make a citizen into a specialist by removing the citizen from working one of the city’s tiles.  

 There are six types of specialists: citizen, priest, artist, scientist, merchant, and engineer. (BtS adds a 

seventh specialist, the spy.)  

 City specialists contribute two things to the city: bonus items and Great People points. 

 Bonus items can be additional commerce, culture, production, or research, depending on the type of 

specialist, civics you’re running, and Wonders you own. These bonuses are multiplied by any buildings 

in their city that do so. So they help make your city more productive in a specific way. Adding scientists 

to a science city will make it produce more research points, for example.  

 You have to be careful, though. If you remove a citizen from a tile with a town, for example, to make him 

into a scientist, you may find that the amount of research points produced by the city goes down, not up. 

This is because commerce gets converted into research, and a town provides a lot of commerce. Watch 

the results in the city screen carefully.  

 Specialists (with the exception of citizen specialists) also contribute points toward generating Great 

People. This is described in more detail in Section 8: Great People, below.  

 The downside of specialists is that they slow city growth (though if the city is close to its health or 

happiness limits, this may be a good thing). The city needs to produce extra food to support specialists, 

because the specialists consume it without contributing any.  
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Sidebar: Economic Systems 

There are two broadly-accepted economic systems for Civilization IV: the Cottage Economy (commonly 

abbreviated as CE) and the Specialist Economy (SE). I’m not going to cover them both in detail, just 

give you an overview so you know what the heck people are talking about.  

Cottage Economy 

Beginners should stick with this, the simpler of the two systems, at least until they move beyond Noble 

level. The CE involves improving tiles around most of your cities with cottages and then having your 

citizens work those cottages so they grow into hamlets, then villages, then towns; the revenue from them 

will increase as they grow.  

The CE is straightforward and requires relatively little micro-management other than going into the city 

screens now and then to ensure that your citizens are working a good amount of the tiles with cottages. In 

many ways Civilization IV was designed to run on the Cottage Economy, so it’s the best choice for 

beginners playing on the lower difficulty levels.  

(Running the CE makes certain technologies and civics extremely attractive. Pottery, Liberalism, Printing 

Press, and Democracy are priority technologies; you’ll also want to switch to the Free Speech and 

Emancipation civics soon after they’re available.)  

The main drawback to the CE is the length of time it takes to mature and become lucrative. In addition, 

the CE is extremely vulnerable to pillaging; dozens of turns of cottage growth can be undone in one turn 

by an enemy unit.  

The Cottage Economy works best with leaders who have the Financial trait, but it works well with any 

leader in the game.  

Specialist Economy 

The SE involves improving most tiles around most cities with farms rather than cottages. You then use 

the extra food to run specialists—mostly scientists and merchants. You can eventually reduce the science 

slider to 0% or close to it and derive the vast majority of your research and revenue from the specialists 

you run.  

The SE has several advantages over the CE. First off, cottages take time, a long time, to grow into towns, 

while specialists can give you comparable benefits to a town very early in the game. The SE is less 

vulnerable to pillaging than the CE. And the SE will also produce many more Great People, thanks to 

running all those specialists. A key tactic of the SE, in fact, is ―lightbulbing‖ technologies with the many 

Great People generated and then trading those technologies with other civilizations.  

The big downside to the SE is the micromanagement that’s involved. You’ll need to check every city 

every turn and carefully adjust the specialists as needed; you’ll also need to constantly adjust the slider to 

suit your goals and capabilities. Also, the SE benefits most from playing as a Philosophical leader (to 

generate more Great People) and from building the Pyramids (to run Representation early, for the extra 

research points from each specialist). Experienced SE adherents maintain that the system works fine 

without these elements, but SE beginners will likely find the SE frustrating unless they’re in place.  

The bottom line: run the CE at least until you reach Prince level, then read up on the SE and give it a 

whirl.  
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4.6 CITY SPECIALIZATION  

Have your cities specialized in producing certain things—food for growth and specialists, ―hammers‖ for production, 

―coins‖ for commerce. This keeps the build list for each city focused and prioritized, ensuring you’re not inefficiently 

duplicating the same buildings everywhere. It also aids in better city location selection. Furthermore, the game’s 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) that runs all the rival civs is not programmed to specialize cities properly, therefore doing so 

gives you an advantage over your computer opponents.  

City specialization is partly determined by terrain and resources; however, tile improvements also play a factor. With 

the variety of tile improvements available in Civ IV, the potential exists to convert almost any mixture of terrain to any 

type of city. A city with several ―flat‖ riverside tiles, for example, could be improved with watermills and workshops to 

become a production city, with cottages to become a commerce city, or with farms to become a GP farm. The point is 

to decide on the specialization and then follow through with the optimal builds and tile improvements for that city type. 

4.6.1 COMMERCE CITY  

 Because commerce is converted into either wealth or research (and, later, culture; in BtS, espionage), a 

city that produces a large amount of commerce can further specialize into one of two city specialization 

sub-categories: science or wealth, which are explained below.  

 High-priority builds: banks, markets, grocers; also libraries, monasteries, universities, observatories, 

laboratories. A city that produces a great deal of commerce will benefit from both the science-

multiplying and the commerce-multiplying buildings.  

 Low-priority builds: factory, barracks, drydock—anything that does not increase population or 

commerce output.  

 Tiles: Grasslands, Flood Plains, tiles with fresh water for food and commerce (riverside tiles especially) 

 Tile Improvements: cottages and farms—a balanced mix for commerce and growth  

 Resources: those with high commerce yields (gold, silver, gems, silk, fur, incense, dye; also spices, 

sugar, marble, whale, wine)  

 Happiness and health multiplying buildings (markets, temples, theatres, colloseums; grocers, granaries, 

harbors, supermarkets, etc.) are also important as they allow you to grow the city larger which in turn 

allows you to have more citizens working cottage tiles. Fortunately, some of these (the harbor, market, 

and grocer in particular) increase revenue as well as health and/or happiness; prioritize them in your 

commerce cities over health-only buildings such as aqueducts. 

4.6.1.1 Science City  

 High-priority builds: library, observatory, university, laboratory, monastery  

 Wonders: Great Library, Oxford University  

 Academy special building (requires a Great Scientist to build it)  

 Use surplus food to support Science Specialists, who contribute 3 research points (commonly called 

―beakers‖ or ―flasks‖) each, rather than having citizens work unproductive tiles  
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4.6.1.2 Wealth City  

 High-priority builds: religious shrine, market, grocer, bank, airport; harbor (and customs house in BtS) 

if coastal  

 Wonders: Wall Street  

 A holy city (where a religion is founded, and where a Great Prophet can be used to build that religion’s 

shrine) is usually the best candidate for the Wealth City, because every city—domestic or foreign—with 

that religion contributes 1 gold to the city per turn once the shrine has been built.  

 In BtS, this is also the city where you should found corporations.  

4.6.2 PRODUCTION CITY  

 High-priority builds: forge, factory, power source (hydro plant, coal plant, nuclear plant); in BtS, 

industrial park, levee.  

 Low-priority builds: library, university, observatory, bank—anything that does not increase population 

or production output.  

 Tiles: Hills, Forest; plains on rivers  

 Tile Improvements: mine, workshop, lumbermill, watermill; also, build just enough farms so citizens 

can work the production tiles and still have the city grow.  

 Resources: Those with high hammer yields: mined (iron, copper, coal) and/or quarried (marble, stone); 

also horses and cows. However, try to include some food-producing tiles in the fat cross as well, 

otherwise the city will not have enough food to grow and have citizens working the production tiles.  

 Wonders: Ironworks  

 You will also very likely need to offset the unhealthiness caused by all these production-boosting 

buildings, so a granary, aqueduct, grocer, supermarket, hospital, recycling center, and (in BtS) public 

transit will also be needed. Although the Ironworks is usually not available until well past the mid-point 

of the game, it’s a wise idea to decide on the location of this city early and pre-load it with as many of 

these health-boosting buildings as you can.  

 This city will also likely need several happiness-increasing buildings such as markets and temples, just 

because you want the city to grow as large as possible in order to work as many tiles as possible.   

 BtS: DO NOT build the National Park in this city, as it cuts off access to coal, which boosts production 

of a coal plant or the Ironworks.  

4.6.3 MILITARY CITY  

Follow the same principles as for the production city, but also:  

 High-priority builds: barracks, drydock (if coastal), stable (Warlords/BtS), airport 

 Wonders: Heroic Epic, West Point, Red Cross. Since you can only build two national wonders per city, 

you will need to combine these carefully. Because West Point is an expensive build, I prefer to not build 

it in the Heroic Epic city; I prefer to have the HE city producing units, not building a national wonder.  

 Located centrally (reduces need for culture or maintenance buildings); if the city is coastal, it can 

produce naval units as well as land units.  
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 Can double as a production city if necessary, especially for Wonder-building. In fact, many of the points 

listed above for the production city also apply to the military city. However, try to keep this city devoted 

to military unit production as much as possible. This is why I don’t usually combine the Ironworks with 

either the Heroic Epic or West Point; my Ironworks city usually becomes a late-game wonder factory, 

precluding military builds for many turns.  

 Even if you’re planning on playing a peaceful game, it’s a very good idea to establish your HE city as 

early as possible. Make it one of the first cities you found and build a granary, forge, courthouse, 

barracks, and the Heroic Epic there (include a lighthouse if it’s coastal and has seafood). After that, the 

city should produce units non-stop except when it grows large enough to need buildings such as a 

market, grocer, and so on to assist with happiness and health, or when military/production enhancers 

like stables, drydocks, and factories become available. When the HE city is not building units, another 

city should take over that role. With a HE city constantly pumping units you should be able to maintain a 

respectful power rating.  

 If you are playing a military game, you will need more than one military-focused city.  

 Warlords/BtS addendum: You should also consider using Great Generals in this city, either as Military 

Instructors who add 2 XPs to every unit built there, and/or to build a Military Academy (requires 

Education; in BtS, Military Science) which makes military builds 50% faster.  

4.6.4 GREAT PERSON FARM  

 Tiles: grassland, fresh water (lake, river, oasis), flood plains 

 Tile Improvements: pasture, farm, fishing boats—you want extra food so you can make more citizens 

into specialists and gain more GP points per turn  

 Resources: those with high food yields (corn, wheat, deer, pigs, sheep, banana, rice, cow, crabs, fish, 

clams, sugar)  

 Wonders: Parthenon, National Epic (Note: the Parthenon does not have to be built in this city, but the 

National Epic does). Also, if appropriate, the Globe Theatre—this will allow you to produce Great Artists 

to help achieve a cultural victory.  

 Most Wonders will also contribute GP points. You may want to try building some Wonders here, which 

would require some production tiles and/or improvements. Since this city will have very few hills, that 

will mean chopping nearby forests, and building some watermills and/or workshops instead of farms to 

make the grasslands productive.  

 However, remember that each wonder contributes GP points toward a specific type of Great Person. If 

you are trying to produce a specific Great Person, having multiple wonders contributing different GP 

points can yield unpredictable results. Pick and choose the wonders you build in your GP farm very 

carefully.  

 In BtS, the new National Park national wonder will not only alleviate health problems in this city, it will 

also give you one free specialist for every forest preserve. This means you’ll want to plan the city 

carefully, preserving many of the forests and/or jungles in its fat cross. Remember that the National 

Park also removes access to coal from the city, so that will impact production if the city contains the 

Ironworks or a coal plant.  

 Maximize the number of specialists – choose them based on type of great person desired; each adds 3 

GP points/turn toward that GP type (e.g. scientists for a Great Scientist, etc.)  
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5. MILITARY  

5.1 GENERAL  

 ―In times of peace, prepare for war‖: balance building improvements with building your military.  

 The AI civs will attack if they perceive you to be weak (few units and/or outdated ones), especially in 

border or coastal cities. Check the power graph regularly to see how you rate compared to your rivals.  

 Many beginners prefer to play peacefully, only fighting defensive wars. While you can win this way, you 

can often win much more handily by playing more aggressively. First, this requires you to build more 

units, which keeps your power rating higher and should mean that the AI is less likely to declare war on 

you. Second, land is power. More land means more cities, which are the engines of your civilization, 

allowing you to produce more units, science, commerce, etc. than your rivals. Third, more land also 

means you own more resources to benefit your civilization directly or through trade. And finally, war will 

either weaken or eliminate a rival who might have otherwise presented a threat to you. In other words, 

while Civilization isn’t just a warmongering game, warmongers and empire-builders tend to do better.  

 In addition, the AI does not manage warfare very well, so waging war, like city specialization, gives you 

an advantage over your computer-driven opponents.  

 During a war, you will lose units. Don’t stop building them.  

 Don’t neglect building siege units like catapults, trebuchets (Warlords/BtS), cannon, artillery, etc. 

They’re crucial for reducing or eliminating city defenses and for damaging large stacks of units through 

collateral damage, even if they’re sacrificed in the process.  

 Focus the bulk of your best forces in border and coastal cities. Interior cities not easily reached by 

foreign military units can usually be left defended by a single, obsolete unit just to placate its citizens.  

 Be aware of your Civ’s Unique Unit (UU) and plan your campaigns to take advantage of them. Bee-line 

to the tech required for the UU, then build and/or upgrade several and go on campaign immediately.  

 With the attacking unit selected, hold down the ALT key and hover the mouse pointer over the enemy’s 

defending unit to see your odds of winning, which are displayed at lower left.  

 The AI’s military objectives and tactics are somewhat predictable depending on the situation. If you 

capture an enemy city, the AI tends to throw everything at your forces in that city to take it back. But if 

the AI is the attacker, it will usually stop to pillage tile improvements—this can give you valuable time to 

build, whip, or upgrade units, and/or send in reinforcements.  

 You can also draw enemy units into your territory by using a Worker as bait.  

 It’s easier to sink a transport ship than to defeat the forces it’s carrying. Keep at least a couple of attack 

ships patrolling your coast when you’re at war.  

 Forts are pretty much useless. They may even reduce the defensive boost of a square (building one on 

a forested tile will remove the forest and reduce its +50% defense bonus by half, to a +25% bonus; this 

is fixed in Warlords). They may also be used by the enemy, making them worse than useless.  

o BtS addendum: The expansion pack has improved forts. They now preserve the underlying terrain 

(including forests). In addition, forts can now be used by ships. You can chain up to two of them 

together (or combine one with city and/or lake tiles) to create a canal, providing ships with a 

shortcut.  
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 Caravels and Submarines do not require open borders agreements to enter other Civs’ territory, but can 

only carry scout, explorer, missionary, spy, or great person units. They also can unload spies and great 

merchants in the territory of civs with whom you do not have an open borders agreement.  

 Besides capturing cities, consider destroying tile improvements. Even if you lose the war, the enemy’s 

economy is a shambles, and pillaging earns you gold.  

 In addition, if you capture a city but its surrounding tile improvements don’t support the specialization 

you intend for it, pillage those improvements before the city revolt ends. This will earn you some gold 

you’d otherwise forgo by simply having your workers ―bulldoze‖ over each tile improvement.  

 If you intend to capture cities, be sure to bring along enough defensive units to hold them.  

5.2 PROMOTIONS  

 The only way to build an elite military is to give them experience, and thereby earn promotions.  

 You are rewarded for taking risks: The lower the odds a unit has of winning a fight, the more experience 

points (XPs) it earns if it survives and wins. (The exception to this is siege weapons in BtS as of the 

3.17 patch; siege weapons only get 1 XP per victory, no matter how long the odds against their survival 

may have been.) The downside, of course, is that you run a higher risk of losing the unit.  

 Fighting barbarians can be useful for early promotions, but remember that the promotion level available 

from combat with barbarians has a limit, unlike that available from fighting other Civs. (The limits are 5 

XPs maximum from fighting animals, 10 XPs max. from barbarian military units.)  

 Before attacking, strategically select your units to maximize not only victory, but promotions as well. 

Remember you need a Level 4 unit (3 promotions) to build the Heroic Epic, and a Level 5 unit (4 

promotions) to build West Point (Note: West Point requires a Level 6 unit in Warlords/BtS). If you have 

only one or two units near the required levels, reserve them for battles they’re certain to win.  

 You may want to leave units ―unpromoted‖ until you have a better idea which promotion may be most 

needed. Promotions do not expire over time. Granting a promotion also helps heal damage.  

 Upgrading an obsolete unit to a more advanced one preserves all its promotions, however its XP level 

drops back down to 10. The only exception to this is if the unit has been combined with a Great General 

(Warlords/BtS); in that case, upgrades are free and all XPs are preserved during an upgrade.  

5.3 EARLY GAME  

 Four siege units with the Accuracy promotion can eliminate a city’s defense bonus in a single turn. (In 

Warlords/BtS, however, be warned that walls and castles are more resistant to bombardment).  

 Declaring war gives you a chance to steal workers, which slows down your opponents’ development 

and enhances your own.  

 In very early wars, it’s usually better to raze any captured city of dubious location and/or value to keep 

your maintenance costs low.  

 Capitals, holy cities, and cities containing wonders are almost always worth keeping.   

 The AI often founds cities in less than ideal spots (such as 1 tile from the coast). Unless the city belongs 

to one of the categories listed in the point above, raze it and found a new city in a better spot nearby.  

 If you raze a city with a World Wonder, the Wonder and its beneficial effects are lost forever. (National 

Wonders are always destroyed when a city is captured, but can be rebuilt.)  
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5.4 MID/LATE GAME  

 To build up an army, go into total war mode:  

o Civics: Universal Suffrage (to rush-buy units) or Police State (especially if war weariness will be a 

problem); Vassalage and Theocracy (for the additional ―Experience Points‖ (XPs) for each unit 

when built). Nationhood is also useful for drafting and for fighting war weariness.  

o Treasury: Set research to 0% temporarily; use the extra gold to rush-buy and/or upgrade units, 

and/or to bribe other Civs to also declare war. In BtS, you may also want to push up the espionage 

slider and then collect espionage points versus your intended enemy.  

o Buildings: Build barracks in all cities for the additional initial XPs (and drydocks for naval units). 

Aside from that, build mostly military units until the war is over.  

 Bribe other Civs to go to war with each other before you do, weakening them and/or drawing forces 

away from where you intend to attack.  

 Capturing cities: Use siege, naval, and/or air units to eliminate a city’s defensive bonus; then use 

siege or air units to soften up the defending units before sending your ground units in to take the city.  

 Use spies to destroy enemy oil wells and uranium mines, eliminating your opponents’ ability to create 

the strong units (tanks, air, ships) that need those resources. Once you have air units and are at war, 

planes can also destroy these improvements through air raids.  

 A spy in a sub can sabotage offshore improvements without starting a war.  

 After taking a city, hurry cultural improvements (theatre, library, temples, university) to push the borders 

back out. Or have a Great Artist build a Great Work, which also stops rebellion immediately.  

 SAM infantry can damage or even shoot down air units. However, each SAM unit only gets one chance 

to do this per turn unless it is the direct target of an air attack. To mitigate their effectiveness, attack first 

with cheaper and less effective fighters and let them absorb any SAM damage. Then attack with your 

more expensive and powerful bombers.  

5.5 WAR WEARINESS  

 As a war drags on, more citizens in your cities will become unhappy because of it. This is ―war 

weariness‖. (When you hover the mouse pointer over the city screen’s happiness/unhappiness 

indicator, war weariness is listed as ―War! Huh! What is it good for?‖) 

 War weariness accumulates primarily from the loss of your own units, killing enemy units, and capturing 

cities. As these events occur, you can expect war weariness in your cities to increase.  

 War weariness does not accumulate if you kill enemy units and/or lose your own units within your own 

cultural borders, so it can be worthwhile to entice the enemy’s stack of units into your territory and then 

kill them there.  

 You can decrease war weariness the same way you deal with unhappiness in general (see section 

4.3.2 Happiness, above), and with some additional strategies:  

o Civics:  

 Police State reduces war weariness by 50% in all cities  

 Nationhood gives you 2 additional happy citizens in all cities with barracks  
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o Wonders:  

 Mount Rushmore reduces war weariness by 25% in all cities  

 The Statue of Zeus (BtS) increases war weariness in all civs at war with the civ that owns 

it by 100%. Either build it yourself or capture it very early in a war with its owner. Capturing 

or destroying the Statue of Zeus will eliminate the increased war weariness for which it 

was responsible.  

o Buildings:  

 A Jail reduces war weariness by 25% in the city where it is built. (Do the math: Police 

State + Mount Rushmore + a Jail means zero war weariness; in the modern era you 

could, potentially, war indefinitely thanks to this combination!)  

o Diplomacy:  

 War weariness will disappear if you conquer your enemy completely (capture or raze all 

their cities). It will also disappear if you sign a peace treaty. However, if you soon 

afterwards go to war with that same enemy (especially if you do so once a 10-turn treaty 

expires), the war weariness will immediately rise to its previous level.  

 If you capture an enemy city, some citizens in that city may remain unhappy because they 

―yearn to rejoin their motherland‖. This unhappiness will gradually disappear over time as 

your culture ―assimilates‖ the city’s population. It will vanish completely if you eliminate the 

enemy Civ.  

 War weariness is kept at different levels for different enemies; if you switch opponents by 

making peace with one and declaring war on another, this will reduce but not eliminate the 

war weariness in your cities.  

5.6 THE CIRCUMNAVIGATION BONUS 

 Being first to circumnavigate the globe earns all your ships +1 movement per turn for the rest of the 

game.  

o Note that circumnavigation does not require making a linked circle; separate paths that, combined, 

have opened tiles in a complete East-West route also count.  

o The best strategy to earn this: research Optics, build two Caravels, and send them off in opposite 

directions. This is also an excellent way to encounter all other Civs on the map.  

o On map types such as archipelago that feature numerous linked islands, it may be possible to 

circumnavigate the globe using boats that cannot venture into ocean tiles: galleys, triremes 

(Warlords/BtS), even work boats!  

o You can also earn the circumnavigation bonus by obtaining other Civs’ world maps that, combined, 

reveal tiles in the above manner. Without even building a ship!   

o The circumnavigation bonus is less important, perhaps even useless, on Pangaea maps; valuable 

on Continents maps; and invaluable on Archipelago maps, where strong (and fast!) navies are 

often crucial to success.  
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6. WONDERS  

Unlike older versions of Civilization, Wonders are not as crucial to winning strategies in Civilization IV. Avoid ―Wonder 

Addiction‖ – building Wonders that provide little benefit, or that become obsolete quickly, instead of building more 

valuable buildings and units. Every wonder costs production points (―hammers‖) that could, arguably, go toward 

something more mundane but more valuable.  

You should also note that as you rise through the difficulty levels, competition with the AI for wonders becomes more 

and more fierce. One of the best things you can do when moving up a difficulty level is to voluntarily forgo building a 

wonder or two—perhaps even several.  

Wonders can, however, still be helpful. Here is a list of the most useful Wonders; I haven’t attempted to cover all the 

wonders, just the ones that stand out in the game for one reason or another. Just don’t beat yourself up if another Civ 

beats you to one of these (and remember that every Civ gets to build the National Wonders).  

6.1 BEST WONDERS  

The following is a list of the best wonders that are usually worth pursuing in most games and can form a key part of 

your overall strategy.  

6.1.1 BEST WORLD WONDERS 

Stonehenge 

Stonehenge gives you a free monument in every city, which means you don’t have to build them yourself or use 

missionaries to have new cities expand their borders. This is a big savings in both time and hammers. Stonehenge 

also contributes points toward a Great Prophet, which can be very useful for ―lightbulbing‖ early technologies or for 

building shrines in holy cities.  

However, if you’re playing as a Creative leader, Stonehenge is mostly unnecessary since your cities’ borders will 

expand automatically anyway. 

Pyramids 

The most expensive early game wonder, the Pyramids open up access to all government civics long before they 

become available normally. The main advantage is the ability to run the Representation civic early, for its boost to 

both happiness (+3 happy citizens in your five largest cities) and to research (+3 flasks from each specialist). 

Representation is especially powerful when combined with a leader who has the Philosophical trait, since you’ll 

likely run several specialists to take advantage of the civic and therefore produce great people much faster. And 

finally, the Pyramids contribute great person points toward a great engineer—one of the most valuable great 

people in the game, and, not surprisingly, one of the hardest to produce.  

Downside: the Pyramids are extremely expensive. Building them may mean you neglect other, vital builds. It’s best 

to only attempt them if you have access to stone, which accelerates the wonder’s build time. 

Great Wall (Warlords/BtS) 

The Great Wall keeps all land-based barbarians out of your territory. This saves you a lot of headaches dealing 

with barbs, who become a bigger pain for neighboring civs, since all the barbs that would have attacked you go 

after your neighbors instead. This may buy you valuable time to find a strategic resource, or concentrate on some 

non-military builds. You also get double the points toward a Great General when you fight battles within your own 

borders.  
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In Warlords, the Great Wall contributes GP points toward a Great Engineer. You may even produce one in time to 

have him build the Pyramids for you. In BtS, the wonder contributes GP points toward a Great Spy. As a result, the 

wonder becomes part of a new strategy: build the Great Wall, get the Great Spy, and use him on an infiltration 

mission in one of your most advanced neighbor’s cities. Then send spies to steal technologies from that neighbor.  

The only real downside to the Great Wall (besides the usual diversion of hammers) is missing out on the relatively 

easy XPs that are available from fighting barbs within your territory.  

Oracle 

The Oracle gives you a free technology. Code of Laws and Metal Casting tend to be two of the most common free 

techs picked from the wonder. Either one can give you a huge early advantage.  

The main problem is that the Oracle requires you to research several technologies (Mysticism, Polytheism or 

Meditation, and Priesthood) that will give you marginal benefits in the early game, especially compared to the 

worker techs. If you don’t start with Mysticism and if you don’t have access to marble, it may not be worth your 

while.  

Great Library 

In many players’ estimation (including mine), this is the best wonder in the game. It gives you two free scientists in 

the city where you build it until Scientific Method makes it obsolete. The scientists will not only help your research 

in the early game; together with the wonder itself, they will accelerate the production of Great Scientists, possibly 

the best great person in the game, especially if you run additional scientist specialists. Unlike many other wonders, 

it’s beneficial regardless of map conditions.  

Great Scientists will lightbulb technologies along the path to Liberalism (Philosophy, Paper, Education) provided 

you have the right pre-requisite technologies; so you could use the wonder to power your path to Liberalism and its 

free technology while researching other technologies on your own.  

The downside? It is rather expensive, especially if you don’t have marble. In BtS, an additional pre-requisite 

technology, Aesthetics, was introduced, making the path to its enabling tech (Literature) more of a costly diversion. 

(However, the AI does not prioritize Aesthetics, making it a good trading tech.)  

Cristo Redentor (BtS) 

This late game wonder bestows no anarchy for civics changes, which is huge if you’re playing as a non-spiritual 

leader, especially in the late game when all the civics are available. It also reduces the wait between civics 

changes to 1 turn (3.13 patch and later). Strangely, leaders with the Spiritual trait, who need it less, build it faster. 

Go figure.  

6.1.2 BEST NATIONAL WONDERS 

Always remember that you can only build two national wonders in a city. Choose their locations carefully and make 

sure that if you build more than one in a city, that they’ll have good synergy together. The following are the best 

national wonders; you should almost always build these, and therefore plan their locations carefully.  

Heroic Epic 

The Heroic Epic accelerates the production of military units by 100%. Build this in your military city, but remember 

that to take advantage of it, you need to keep that city producing units almost constantly. Only indulge in non-

military builds when absolutely necessary. Also, try to build this in a coastal city so it will accelerate the production 

of both land and naval units.  
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Other national wonders with good synergy are West Point or the Red Cross. 

National Epic 

The National Epic should be built in the city that will be your Great Person Farm, to accelerate the production of 

great people. In BtS, it combines well with the National Park. 

Oxford University 

Oxford should be built in your top science city. It combines well with the Great Library world wonder, and with the 

National Epic if you mostly want to produce Great Scientists. 

Ironworks 

The Ironworks goes in your best production city. You may want to combine it with one of the military national 

wonders (Heroic Epic or West Point) if you’re pursuing a military victory (conquest or domination). Otherwise, the 

Ironworks city tends to be a late game world wonder factory. 

Wall Street 

Wall Street multiplies commerce by 100%, so this national wonder should be built in your best commerce city. It 

combines best with a religious shrine, as it will multiply shrine income. In BtS, you should also found any and all 

corporations here, to multiply their income as well. 

West Point 

West Point is essentially a super-barracks, adding another 4 XPs to every unit built in the city. It combines well with 

other military national wonders such as Heroic Epic or the Red Cross. Remember that you need to have had a 

unit promoted to level 6 in order to build it. 

Moai Statues (BtS) 

The Moai Statues make one coastal city more productive by adding one hammer per water tile. Ideally this should 

be built in a city with several coastal tiles so that there is a modest financial benefit as well. It is usually used to 

make a marginal city surrounded by several water tile into a much more useful and productive city. It combines well 

with the Colossus (which doesn’t have to be built in the same city).  

6.2 GOOD WONDERS  

Not all wonders are created equal. While these wonders are useful, don’t beat yourself up if you miss out on them (or, 

in the case of the National Wonders, never get around to building them). Often, their worth is situational.  

6.2.1 GOOD WORLD WONDERS 

Great Lighthouse 

If the map conditions are right, the Great Lighthouse can be a huge boost to your early economy. The map 

conditions are (a) all or mostly all of your early and mid-game cities will be coastal, and (b) there are several other 

civilizations with whom you will have early trade routes (i.e. they’re close enough to be reached by road (The 

Wheel) or coast (Sailing) and you’ll have sufficiently friendly diplomatic relations with them to ensure that they’ll 

form and keep Open Borders agreements with you). If you’re isolated, or if you only have one recalcitrant neighbor 

who won’t open borders with you and whom you plan to eliminate ASAP (cough cough Tokugawa cough cough), it 

won’t be worthwhile. Also remember that the GLH is one of the few wonders that is not accelerated by possessing 

a certain resource.  
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Statue of Zeus (BtS)  

The Statue of Zeus increases war weariness in your enemies by 100%. This wonder is attractive mainly because 

it’s one you don’t want the AI to have. Alternatively, however, you could simply discover where the S of Z is located 

and then capture that city very early in the war. Or simply avoid going to war with its owner. 

Mausoleum of Maussollos (BtS) 

This wonder extends golden ages by 50%. Since golden ages have been improved considerably in BtS, this 

wonder can be very worthwhile. However, it means you’ll need to run several golden ages to take full advantage of 

it. Plan on making Nationalism a high priority so you can build the Taj Mahal, as well as producing several great 

people and using them for golden ages, otherwise you’re not getting your hammers’ worth from the M of M. 

Because the great people requirement increases by one for each successive golden age, this wonder is probably 

best when built by a leader with the Philosophical trait. 

Spiral Minaret and University of Sankore (Warlords/BtS) 

These wonders make every religious building (temples, monasteries, ―cathedrals‖, and shrines) contribute +2 gold 

(for the Spiral Minaret) and +2 research (U. of Sankore). Obviously, the benefits of these wonders are situational. If 

you have built or plan on building several religious buildings, then they can be worthwhile. Both wonders have their 

builds accelerated by stone, so they’re consistent in that regard. They tend to be more beneficial when playing as a 

Spiritual leader in order to leverage the cheap temples.  

Remember, however, that two things will render these wonders obsolete: changing to Free Religion or discovering 

Computers. Also, the wonder-enhanced benefits from monasteries expire when those buildings do, when you 

discover Scientific Method. If you need to pursue any of these options quickly in the game, the utility of these two 

wonders will be limited. 

Apostolic Palace (BtS) 

Like the Spiral Minaret and the University of Sankore, the Apostolic Palace is most beneficial if you’re playing a 

religious game. More than those other two religious wonders, however, you benefit the most from the AP by 

spreading your state religion to other civilizations. The AP will allow you to propose UN-like diplomatic resolutions 

long before the UN comes around, and will even allow you to potentially win an early diplomatic victory. The AP 

also makes every religious building for its faith (in every civ) contribute +2 hammers, which is cool.  

The early diplomatic win is, however, regarded as ―cheesy‖ by most players. In addition, the AP is one of the few 

wonders (like the UN)  from which the same benefits are gained even if you don’t build it. You could let another 

civilization build the AP, then become its resident by spreading your empire and the AP religion enough so you 

have enough votes to become the AP resident, or at least control the results of AP voting. 

Taj Mahal 

The Taj Mahal results in a golden age, which increases your production and commerce for a few turns (in BtS, 

golden ages have several other benefits, including increased great person production and anarchy-free civics 

changes). A golden age can be nice, but they’re rarely essential; you have to have a reasonably large, well-

developed empire with populous cities to really benefit from them. Nevertheless, as with all wonders, another 

benefit is keeping it out of the hands of the AI. 

Statue of Liberty 

Some may argue that the Statue of Liberty belongs in the ―Best Wonders‖ category. Build it and you get one free 

specialist in all cities on the same continent. That’s helpful, but not game-breaking (or game-winning). Remember 
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that it only affects cities on the same continent, so its effects are mitigated by the map. On a tiny islands map, for 

example, it’s not really worth the trouble. 

Pentagon 

This is a very situational wonder. It grants +2 XPs to all units built in all of your cities. If you’re pursuing a conquest 

or domination win, you will probably consider this wonder extremely valuable and pursue it eagerly. However, if 

you’re pursuing a more peaceful victory condition (space race, culture, diplomatic, or even time) then you can give 

it a pass; remember that if all you’re doing is trying to deter an attack, XPs and promotions do not count toward 

your power rating. 

Three Gorges Dam 

The Three Gorges Dam contributes power to all cities on its continent, increasing production in all of them and 

eliminating the need to build power plants. Note that: if you miss out on it, you can still achieve its effects in an 

alternate manner, by building Hydro, Coal, or Nuclear Power Plants. And these plants are available earlier than the 

TGD, so you may not want to wait. In addition, in BtS, power contributes +2 unhealthiness to a city. Finally, as with 

the Statue of Liberty, its effects are limited to one continent, so its worth is affected by the map. 

6.2.2 GOOD NATIONAL WONDERS 

Globe Theatre 

The Globe results in no unhappiness in the city where it’s built. It’s great when combined with the Slavery and/or 

the Nationalism civics; you can whip or draft out of this city to your heart’s content without ever worrying about 

unhappiness. The Globe can also be useful for cultural victories, not only for the culture in creates, but mainly for 

the large number of artist specialists it will allow you to run. 

National Park (BtS)  

The National Park essentially removes health problems from a city and allows you to run one free specialist for 

every forest preserve in the city’s fat cross. It combines well with the National Epic, but not with the Ironworks 

because it removes access to coal and therefore reduces production in the city where it’s built. Note that you 

should ideally plan its location early in the game, otherwise you may find yourself lacking a city with jungle or forest 

for the free specialists. 

6.3 DUBIOUS WONDERS 

Some wonders just aren’t worth the trouble of building them. Most are beneficial, even if only at a mediocre level, but 

there are a couple that are duds.  

Chichen Itza 

This wonder increases the cultural defenses of all your cities. However, sitting back in your cities and waiting for 

the AI to attack the defenders within is not wise; the AI will pillage you back to the stone age. You need to engage 

in active defense, attacking out of your cities, which renders this wonder useless to you. Its only real benefit is 

keeping it out of the hands of the AI so you’re not faced with several turns of whittling away their cities’ cultural 

defenses with siege units. 

Hagia Sophia 

I used to really like this wonder, but I’ve realized that it’s not that great a value. Its effect—accelerated worker 

productivity—can be achieved either through a civics change (to Serfdom), or by simply building (or capturing) 

more workers and teaming them. Its main benefit is the points it contributes toward a Great Engineer. Meh. 
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7. CULTURE  

7.1 GENERAL  

 Culture is what pushes out your borders. A city needs to produce culture to expand the area it controls. 

If the city is producing no culture, its boundaries will not grow beyond the 8 tiles immediately 

surrounding the city tile.  

 As ―culture points‖ accumulate, they expand the city boundaries at the following milestones (normal 

speed): 10 (this grows the boundary to the city’s workable ―fat cross‖ of 21 tiles); 100; 500; 5,000; 

50,000 (―Legendary‖ culture)  

 Culture also improves a city’s defenses—this is the % defense bonus listed by the city name.  

 In addition, enemy military units cannot use roads within your cultural boundaries, so culture, effectively, 

slows them down.  

 Buildings that produce culture: Obelisks (―Monuments‖ in Warlords/BTS), Temples, Libraries, 

Universities, Theatres, Monasteries, Castles, Academies.  

 Buildings that magnify culture (increase it by a certain %): ―Cathedrals‖ (each religion has one with a 

different name, but they all increase culture by 50%), Broadcast Towers, the Hermitage.  

 The Artist city specialist also produces additional culture points.  

 Some Civics will increase culture, directly or indirectly:  

o Free Speech will increase culture by 100% in every city.  

o Caste System allows unlimited merchant, scientist, or artist specialists in each city. Artist 

specialists produce culture.  

o Mercantilism gives you one free specialist per city, which, again, you can designate as a culture-

producing artist.  

 Most of the National and World Wonders either produce or magnify culture.  

 All of the Religious Wonders (Shrines) produce 4 culture points.  

 Your state religion in a city produces one culture point, 5 if it is a ―holy city‖ where the religion was 

founded. Under the Free Religion or Paganism civics, all religions in a city produce one culture point.  

 If you are playing as a leader with the Creative trait, all your cities produce an extra 2 culture points.  

 Having a Great Artist build a Great Work in a city contributes 4,000 culture points to that city.  

 You can win a game based on culture, by having three cities producing Legendary culture (50,000 

culture points and above, normal speed).  

 A city that is swamped by foreign culture can go into revolt. If two revolts occur, the city will ―flip‖ to the 

civilization with the stronger cultural influence on the city tile. To prevent this, stack military units in the 

city until the ―chance of revolt‖ (a % visible by hovering the mouse pointer over the culture bar at lower 

left in the city screen) is 0%. This number will go down over time as you increase the city’s cultural 

output.  

 You can also use culture to ―flip‖ a foreign city, but this will often require a high amount of cultural output 

from your nearest cities.  
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7.2 EARLY GAME  

 Growing the boundaries of a city can be crucial in the early game in order to access all nearby 

resources, seal off territory, etc.  

 The earliest available cultural improvement, and one of the cheapest, is the Obelisk (pre-requisite tech: 

Mysticism; cost to build: 30 hammers. Renamed the Monument in Warlords/BtS). Consider building 

these to grow your boundaries if your cities are producing no culture. Be warned that they become 

obsolete quickly (with the discovery of Calendar). In BtS, however, their lifespan is extended 

considerably, as they expire with Astronomy.  

 The Stonehenge World Wonder’s effects are that of an Obelisk/Monument in every city. You may want 

to build this Wonder instead of Obelisks/Monuments. You will likely need to ―chop‖ to beat the AI Civs to 

it (i.e. cut down forests near the city building it). Like Obelisks, though, it becomes obsolete quickly—

with the discovery of Calendar (Astronomy in BtS).  

 Obelisks/Monuments and Stonehenge are not necessary if you are playing as a leader with the Creative 

trait, as your cities automatically produce 2 culture points per turn immediately—the equivalent of two 

Obelisks/Monuments. You would be better off focusing your efforts on other improvements and 

Wonders.  

 Once you have a religion in one of your cities, you can build a Monastery there (or run the Organized 

Religion civic) and then build Missionaries to spread that religion. A significant advantage of using 

religion to provide culture to a new city over a monument is that the missionary is built in one of your 

established cities. This way your new, low-production city can get on with other, more useful builds as 

soon as it’s founded, such as granaries.  

7.3 MID GAME  

 All buildings that produce culture will produce double their amount of original culture after 1000 years of 

game time have passed since they were built. This doubling effect only occurs once per building.  

 Once you have researched Code of Laws and switched to the Caste System civic, you can run an Artist 

specialist in any city, even a brand new one, to contribute +4 culture per turn and expand the city’s 

boundaries quickly.  

 After you research Music, you can ―build‖ culture in a city to expand its borders. 
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8. GREAT PEOPLE  

8.1 PRODUCTION  

 Great People (GP) are generated by the accumulation of ―Great Person Points‖ (GPP) in a city.  

 The amount of GPP required for each Great Person increases with each subsequent Great Person.  

 Two things produce GPP in a city:  

o Specialists: Running specialists will contribute 2 GPP per turn toward a Great Person of a 

matching type (priest specialists will contribute GPP toward a Great Prophet, for example).  

o Wonders: Both World and National Wonders will contribute GPP each turn. Check the Civilopedia 

to see what type of GPP each produces.  

 To ensure you generate a Great Person of a specific type, ensure that the GPP produced in a city are 

―pure‖—that is, only build wonders and run specialists in a city that all produce GPP toward the same 

type of Great Person. For example, build Stonehenge, the Oracle, and run priest specialists in a city to 

ensure you generate a Great Prophet there. In another city, build the Great Library and Oxford 

University and run scientists in order to produce a Great Scientist.  

 The National Epic national wonder increases the production of GPP in the city where it’s built by 100%. 

This should be built in your GP Farm (see Section 4.6.4 Great Person Farm, above). This will likely 

mean that the vast majority of your Great People come from this city. The National Epic also contributes 

GPP toward a Great Artist, so you may produce one of those sometimes rather than the Great Person 

you were aiming to generate.  

 Warlords/BtS Addendum: The Warlords expansion pack introduced a new type of Great Person, the 

Great General. Unlike other Great People, however, this Great Person is not produced via wonders and 

specialists, but by accumulating military XPs from fighting other civilizations.  

8.2 USES  

 ―Merging‖ or ―Settling‖ involves making a Great Person into super-specialist in a city. They will then 

contribute culture, research, gold, food, production, or some combination of two or more of these for the 

rest of the game. Doing this with a Great Prophet or Great Merchant, for example, can provide a 

substantial amount of gold per turn (GPT).  

 All Great People can also be used to discover or help research some technologies, called ―lightbulbing‖. 

This can provide a ―slingshot effect‖ similar to building the Oracle. Check to see what technology a 

Great Person will ―lightbulb‖ before using them for another purpose. If obtaining the technology early will 

give you a significant advantage that fits in with your strategy, you should consider using the Great 

Person for that purpose.  

 In BtS, a new use for great people is founding corporations. See Section 12: Corporations for details.  

 Don’t feel you have to use a Great Person right away. You can keep them around and use them 

strategically—Great Artists and Great Engineers are especially useful in this way.  
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 You can use two or more Great People of different types, as required, to enter a ―Golden Age‖, where 

your cities produce additional coins and hammers for eight turns (normal game speed). (In BtS, only 

one great person is required to start your first Golden Age.) Since the effect is very short-term, unlike 

most other uses of Great People, a Golden Age should only be used when truly needed. Some 

examples: you are building several Wonders simultaneously; you need to boost production and income 

before a war and/or unit upgrades; you need to catch up with rival Civs in a ―space race‖.  

 The number of Great People required to start a golden age increases by 1 with each golden age they 

produce. (Building the Taj Mahal, however, results in a golden age that does not use up a Great 

Person, nor does it increase the Great Person requirement for the next golden age.)  

 Also in BtS, Golden Ages have been improved and have become more worthwhile. You can make 

civics changes without anarchy, and great person production increases by 100% for the duration of the 

Golden Age.  

8.2.1 GREAT ARTISTS  

 Send a Great Artist to a recently captured city (especially a capital) to produce a ―Great Work‖; the 

4000-point culture bonus (regular speed)  ends revolt, pushes out the city’s cultural boundaries, and 

makes the city productive instantly.  

 Using Great Artists in this way also pushes out your cultural borders, to the point of capturing tiles and 

even cities (―flipping‖) from neighboring rivals. This is commonly known as a ―culture bomb‖.  

 The culture points added to a city by a Great Work count toward those needed for a cultural victory. 

 In BtS, a Great Artist can be used to found one of the corporations.  

 If you’re not pursuing a cultural victory, however, Great Artists are usually considered the weakest GP 

type. For this reason, they are often the best choice of GP to use to start a golden age.  

8.2.2 GREAT SCIENTISTS  

 The best use of an early-game Great Scientist (GS) is usually to build an Academy in the Science City 

or your capital.  

 Mid-game Great Scientists can lightbulb technologies on the path to Liberalism (Philosophy, Paper, 

Education). Alternatively, if you decide not to pursue Liberalism, the best use of Great Scientists would 

be settling them as super-specialists in your science city.  

 Use late-game GS to help research specific (expensive) techs, and/or to build Academies in other cities 

now producing sufficient research to justify it. Settling them in the late game will rarely result in enough 

research points to be equivalent to what you’d get from lightbulbing techs.   

 In BtS, a Great Scientist can be used to found certain corporations.  

8.2.3 GREAT MERCHANTS  

 You are usually best off merging Great Merchants into your Commerce/Wall Street City. The +1 food is 

often as much a benefit as the additional revenue.  

 Or, if you need the gold—usually for upgrading your military—send them to a large, far-off city on a 

trade mission. (BtS: The city that contains the Temple of Artemis almost always yields the most gold for 

a trade mission.) 

 In BtS, a Great Merchant can be used to found certain corporations.  
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8.2.4 GREAT PROPHETS  

 If you have a holy city, use the Great Prophet to build the religion’s shrine, which brings in extra gold 

and helps spread the religion.  

 Early Great Prophets lightbulb some useful technologies, but by mid-game, their best use (if all the 

shrines have been built) is to settle them in your Wall Street city, or to start a golden age.  

 BtS: Great Prophets do not found corporations.  

8.2.5 GREAT ENGINEERS  

 The best use of Great Engineers to rush-build a World Wonder.  

 However, it’s always worth checking to see what technology a GE will lightbulb. And in BtS, they found 

some corporations. In the late game, their best use may be settlement in your Ironworks city.  

8.2.6 GREAT GENERALS (WARLORDS)  

 Merge Great Generals (GG) into your military city to become military instructors. Every military 

instructor in a city adds +2 XPs to all new military units built there.  

 Once you discover Education (BtS: Military Science), use a Great General to build a Military Academy 

in your military city or cities to add +50% production speed to military units.  

 A Great General is the only Great Person type that cannot be used to start a Golden Age.  

8.2.6.1 Warlord Units  

 If you plan on doing a lot of warring, you may find it useful to make the Great General into a Warlord— 

basically, merge him with a unit or units.  

 Warlord units can be upgraded for free. In addition, unlike regular unit upgrades, a Warlord unit retains 

all of its XPs when upgraded.  

 One popular use in this regard is to merge the Great General with a single, fast-moving unit (a Scout, 

Chariot, or Horse Archer) which has at least 6 XPs; then give the unit the Combat I, Medic I, Medic II, 

and (new, Warlord-unit-only) Medic III promotions. Units on the same tile as this unit will heal very 

quickly, allowing your campaigns to proceed faster (your healthier units will also withstand 

counterattacks better). In addition, this will instantly give you a Level 6 unit, allowing you to build both 

the Heroic Epic and West Point National Wonders as soon as they are available.  

 If you use a GG for a Medic III unit, DO NOT take advantage of the free unit upgrade option available to 

a Warlord unit! Your medical unit may then become the strongest unit in the stack and be chosen to 

defend against a counter-attack—you may lose the unit as a result!  

8.2.7 GREAT SPIES (BTS) 

 One of the best uses for Great Spies in the early game is to use them to infiltrate an advanced 

civilization. This will give you a large number of espionage points against that civ—specifically, enough 

to send ordinary spies in to steal several technologies. Wait until you have finished researching 

Alphabet so you know which civ is the best target (Financial leaders are usually best).  

 Later in the game, infiltration will not usually give you enough espionage points to steal a technology, so 

you’re better off using the Great Spy to build Scotland Yard and/or settling them in a city where 

Scotland Yard has already been built.  
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9. DIPLOMACY  

9.1 GENERAL  

 It’s unwise to trade technologies and resources with every Civ you meet, as this may earn you the 

enmity of other AI Civs (―You traded with our worst enemy!‖).  

 Meet as many of the other civilizations as you can, learn how they regard one another, and decide who 

you can make into allies and who will be enemies. Treat them and trade with them (or not) accordingly.  

 The best ways to ensure another Civ will get along with you:  

o Share the same religion (this shows up in the mouse-over of the leaderhead as ―We care for our 

brothers and sisters of the faith‖). 

o Fight against the same enemy in a war. (―Our mutual military struggle brings us closer together.‖) 

o Run their favourite civic (provided they’re running it as well). (―You have wisely chosen your 

civics.‖) 

 Other ways to court favour with other civs:  

o Give in to their every request, even if it’s one-sided. (―You gave us help/tribute!‖; ―You adopted our 

state religion/favourite civic‖; ―You stopped trading with our worst enemy.‖) 

o Give them a slight edge in all tech and resource trades. (―Our trade relations have been fair and 

forthright.‖) 

o Maintain open borders with them. (―Our Open Borders bring our people closer together.‖)  

o Maintain resource-for-resource trades with them. (―We appreciate the years you have supplied us 

with resources.‖) 

o Stay at peace. (―Years of peace have strengthened our relations.‖) 

o Enter into a defensive pact with them. (―Our Defensive Pact proves that we are close friends.‖) 

o Avoid diplomatic demerits acquired by demanding tribute, razing cities when at war, trading with 

worst enemies, declaring war on their friends, having close borders, and/or refusing requests. Also 

watch for random events that affect diplomacy (BtS) and choose your options accordingly.  

 The AI will sometimes demand a spare resource from you in tribute (the Aggressive leaders are 

notorious for doing this). While it’s tempting to refuse these requests, this will earn you a diplomatic 

demerit (―You refused to give us tribute‖). Giving in to the demand will earn you a positive diplomatic 

point (―You gave us tribute‖) and you can simply cancel the deal after 10 turns.  

 The AI may also demand techs from you with similar consequences based upon whether you accede to 

or refuse the request. This can be a trickier situation depending on the tech they ask for. Treat it like any 

other tech trade (that is, follow the tech trading guidelines described previously in this guide)—instead 

of getting a tech in return, you are earning a diplomatic point. Is it worth it?  
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 The same goes for requests to stop trading with another civ or even go to war with them. What do you 

stand to lose or gain? Going to war with a distant civilization may cost you nothing and earn you several 

diplomatic points with your allies. But also consider who is ―Pleased‖ or ―Friendly‖ with the target of a 

war request, as declaring war on them will earn you a ―You declared war on our friend‖ demerit.  

9.2 TRIANGLE DIPLOMACY  

 This strategy involves choosing two other AI Civs with whom you intend to have and maintain ―Pleased‖ 

to ―Friendly‖ relations. All other AI Civs can, to be blunt, go to hell.  

 Ideally, one of the Civs should be a ―pet dog‖—an aggressive Civ you can easily send to attack other 

Civs.  

 The other should be a relatively peaceful Civ with whom you can trade technologies and resources.  

 The best candidates for these roles are mid-to-low ranked Civs, not the most powerful ones who will be 

your chief rivals.  

 Try to avoid choosing two Civs that will be in conflict with one another—i.e. that share borders.  

 Also try to choose two Civs who share your religion to avoid religious conflicts.  

 If the situation in the game changes, you can always change who your triangle partners will be.  

9.3 WHEOOHRN 

 When an AI leader is preparing for war, the text ―We have enough on our hands right now‖ 

(WHEOORN) appears when you mouse over any of the leader names listed under ―Declare war on‖ 

next to the leaderhead.  

 You should always consider whether or not you are the likely target. If you share borders with that 

leader, and they regard you as anything less than ―Friendly‖, and especially if your power rating is lower 

than theirs, this is a likely possibility.  

 In BtS, the AI will consider amphibious invasions—so don’t let down your guard even if the leader at 

WHEOOHRN is separated from you by water!  

 Nevertheless, a number of factors go into the AI declaring war. You may see ―WHEOORN‖ appear in 

the diplomacy screen and then disappear several turns later without any conflict erupting.  
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10. RELIGION  

10.1 GENERAL  

 Religions provide gold, culture, happiness, and military intelligence. Don’t underestimate or neglect their 

impact.  

 If you do found a religion, one of your cities will become the religion’s holy city, where you can use a 

Great Prophet to build the religion’s shrine. The shrine will earn 1 GPT for every city (foreign or 

domestic) with the religion present. This can bring in a significant amount of income throughout the 

game.  

 The game mechanics have a strong bias against making your capital the holy city; if you have even just 

one other city, it will become the holy city. Generally, the only way to make your capital the holy city is to 

found the religion before founding your second city.  

 In addition, the game is biased to make a city with no religions present into the holy city.  

 It’s often easier to capture a holy city than to found a religion yourself, especially as you rise through the 

difficulty levels.  

 You are more likely to found one of the three early religions (Meditation/Buddhism, 

Polytheism/Hinduism, Monotheism/Judaism) if you start with their prerequisite technology, Mysticism. 

(Civs that start with Mysticism: Arabs, Aztecs, Incans, Indians, Spain; in Warlords/BtS, also Korea and 

the Celts; In BtS, Byzantines, Holy Roman Empire, Mayans)  

 The four later religions (Christianity, Confucianism, Taoism, Islam) are usually easiest to found by using 

some sort of ―slingshot‖. Research all their prerequisite technologies, then either build the Oracle or 

produce a Great Person (a Great Prophet for Theology/Christianity, Code of Laws/Confucianism, or 

Divine Right/Islam; a Great Scientist for Philosophy/Taoism) to obtain the required technology before 

any of the AI Civs do.  

 Founding the four later religions provides a free missionary. The three early religions do not.  

 Using Open Borders and Missionaries to spread your religion allows you to build an early spy network, 

since information about each foreign city with your state religion is revealed to you—in particular, its 

military units. (This is no longer true in BtS.)  

 Sharing a religion is one of the best ways to ensure an AI Civ gets along with you.  

 Alternatively, having a different religion is often a source of tension with other civs, though some are 

more fanatical about it than others. Spiritual leaders tend to be especially notorious for this.  

 Religions only spread ―automatically‖ (i.e. without using a missionary) to cities with no established 

religion, along trade routes (rivers, coast, roads), and not reliably.  

 Keep in mind that researching technologies that found religions can distract you from researching other 

technologies that may be more vital.  

 Be sure to build the Monastery for any and all religions that spread to your cities. You cannot build 

these after you discover Scientific Method, which is also when those you have built lose their +10% 

science bonus. However, you can still use Monasteries to produce Missionaries to spread their religion. 

Under the Free Religion civic, this will provide +1 happy citizen in a city that previously lacked that 

religion. It will also provide +1 gold per turn for the city containing that religion’s shrine.  
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11. ESPIONAGE 

11.1 GENERAL 

 Espionage in ―vanilla‖ Civilization IV and in Warlords is relatively simple. Research Communism, build 

Scotland Yard, and build Spies (maximum number of spies active at one time: 4). Your spies can enter 

enemy territory unnoticed, can allow you to access other civs’ city screens, and can, for a certain 

amount of gold, perform a few sabotage missions—destroying tile improvements or removing all stored 

production from a city’s current build, for example.  

11.2 BEYOND THE SWORD ESPIONAGE 

 In BtS, however, the espionage system in the game was significantly revamped. What follows are a few 

basic guidelines to using it. All of the remaining material in this section refers to BtS.  

 You now accumulate espionage points against other civilizations.  

 There are five ways to accumulate these points:  

o Espionage Slider: In addition to the science and culture sliders, there is now an espionage slider 

that allows you to earmark a percentage of your income toward espionage.  

o Spy Specialists: You can now run a new type of specialist, the spy specialist, who will contribute 3 

espionage points each turn, as well as 1 research point and great person points toward a Great 

Spy.  

o Buildings: Certain buildings now either contribute espionage points and/or increase them: 

 Palace (capital) 

 Courthouse 

 Castle 

 Jail 

 Intelligence Agency 

 Security Bureau 

 Scotland Yard (can only be built by a Great Spy) 

o Random Events: Certain random events will give you espionage points, or at least the option of 

accumulating them. See Section 13: Random Events for more details.  

o Great Spy: You can use a Great Spy for an ―Infiltration‖ mission against another civilization, which 

will grant you several thousand espionage points against that civ. A Great Spy can also build the 

Scotland Yard special building (+100% espionage in the city where it’s built) or can be settled in a 

city to produce espionage points. A Great Spy can also move through foreign territory undetected 

and without risk of discovery, unlike a regular spy.  

 You can allocate espionage points in greater or lesser amounts to specific civs in the espionage screen. 

It’s best to allocate higher ratios to your greatest rivals and nearest neighbors while reducing or even 

eliminating the ratios versus less significant civs (such as vassal states).  
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 The best way to accumulate espionage points is through a combination of buildings and running spy 

specialists. Using the espionage slider, on the other hand, re-allocates commerce to espionage that is 

usually better going toward research.  

 However, another option is to run the espionage slider as high as possible (while reducing all other 

sliders to 0%) for a few turns until you have enough espionage points to at least see demographic 

information (such as power ratings) and what the other civs are researching, or for whatever espionage 

mission you wish to perform.  

 Knowing what other civs are researching is hugely beneficial, as it can allow you to avoid duplicating 

effort—you can research techs that they are not researching and trade for the ones they have 

researched. It can also alert you to whether a certain civ may be planning on building a certain wonder, 

trying to found a religion or earn a free Great Person, and so on.  

 Leaving a spy inside a city for a few turns reduces the cost of a mission inside that city by 10% per turn 

to a maximum of 50% after five turns. However, there is a chance that the spy will be discovered and 

disappear on each turn.  

 Some of the most useful espionage missions to perform during warfare:  

o Counter-Intelligence doubles the enemy’s cost of performing espionage missions against you. 

This needs to be renewed every ten turns or so.  

o A City Revolt on the same turn that your offensive stack attacks the city will eliminate the need to 

remove the cultural defenses (a city’s cultural defense is zero during a revolt).  

o Sabotage of an enemy resource, especially their sole source of copper, iron, oil, etc., can cripple 

their military effort by preventing them from producing formidable and dangerous units for several 

turns.  

 You will also want to defend against espionage. Besides the counter-espionage mission listed above, 

you can also leave spies as sentries in cities and on key resource tiles; they will reduce the chance of 

success of an enemy spy mission. The Security Bureau also reduces the success chances of enemy 

missions in and around each city containing one. Please note that the Security Bureau and resident 

spy’s effects in this regard do not stack.  
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12. VASSALS (WARLORDS/BTS) 

12.1 GENERAL 

 A vassal is an AI civ that becomes subservient to another civ, either AI or human, called the ―master‖.  

 Vassal relationships are enabled by Feudalism. At least one of the two civs involved must possess this 

technology in order to establish a vassal relationship.  

 Civilizations can become vassals in one of two ways:  

o Voluntary: A civilization can choose to become the vassal of another civilization. This usually only 

happens if a smaller, weaker AI civ is threatened by a larger civ. The weaker civ may voluntarily 

offer itself as a vassal to a powerful third civilization in exchange for protection. The vassal may, at 

any time, cancel this arrangement.  

o Capitulation: A civilization is forced to become a vassal of the civ that is conquering it. The vassal 

cannot cancel this arrangement unless the vassal’s population and territory grows (or, conversely, 

the master’s shrinks) to a point where each is at least ½ the size of the master’s.  

 Among the consequences of becoming a vassal: 

o No control over diplomacy. The master determines war and peace vis-à-vis other civilizations; the 

vassal has to go along.  

o Vassals may still make trade agreements with other civs with whom they are not at war, but must 

cancel those deals if the master orders it.  

o The master can demand resources from the vassal, with a consequence of war if the demand is 

refused.  

o The master can order the vassal to research a specific technology.  

 Just as important to understand are some things that a master cannot do with a vassal:  

o A master cannot declare war on a vassal, nor end the vassal relationship. Unless the vassal 

decides to break the vassal relationship or refuses a resource demand, you’re stuck with them.  

o A master cannot demand technologies from a vassal, and the vassal is under no obligation to trade 

technologies to the master. (Be aware that the AI is programmed to never trade any technology 

that enables the building of a space ship part to another civ.)  

 It’s important to understand how vassal relationships work with respect to war and peace.  

o Civ A is at war with Civ B. Civ C is at peace with both. Civ A voluntarily offers to become Civ C’s 

vassal. If Civ C accepts, Civ A and Civ C are now both at war against Civ B.  

o Civ A is at war with both Civ B and Civ C. Civ A becomes Civ C’s vassal. Civ A, Civ B, and Civ C 

are now all at peace with one another. Hugs are optional.  

 Voluntary vassalage is, therefore, one means by which the AI may draw another Civ into a war. For 

example, you might start a war against a weak neighbour, only to find yourself suddenly at war with a 

larger, more powerful civ because your chosen opponent voluntarily became the vassal of another civ.  

 A human player cannot become a vassal to an AI civ.  
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12.2 ADVANTAGES 

 Cost-free access to resources within the vassal’s territory.  

 Conversely, the opportunity to deny resources to another civ (by forbidding your vassal from trading 

with them, or by demanding them yourself). 

 +1 happiness in all your cities for each vassal state.  

 Tile culture contests: If any of your cities’ BFC tiles were previously claimed by your vassal’s culture, 

those tiles revert to your ownership once the vassal relationship is established regardless of the level of 

culture on the tile.  

 The opportunity to ―outsource‖ research: You can order your vassal to research one technology while 

you research another (in the diplomacy screen, click ―Let’s talk about something else‖, then ―Why don’t 

you research…‖). You may then be able to trade with your vassal for the technology (the vassal usually 

needs to be ―Pleased‖ or ―Friendly‖ with you to be willing to do this). You could also use the Internet to 

get it from them (provided another civ also has the tech), or use espionage to steal it from them (BtS). 

 You have an automatic ally in all wars. If you declare war or are declared upon, the vassal enters the 

war also, on your side.  

 A vassal counts as an eliminated civ toward a conquest win, so you don’t have to do all the dirty work of 

completely wiping them out. In a similar fashion, 50% of a vassal’s territory and population count toward 

your required totals for a domination win.  

 Vassals must vote for you in all United Nations or Apostolic Palace (BtS) elections for which you are 

eligible.  

12.3 DISADVANTAGES 

 If your vassal capitulated, you will have several unhappy citizens in any cities you took from the vassal 

because they want to ―rejoin their motherland‖. These unhappy citizens will remain for many, many 

turns to come.  

 You will suffer a -1 diplomatic relations demerit with all other civs for each vassal you have.  

 You will incur additional maintenance costs in all of your cities as the result of having a vassal.  

 A capitulated vassal will likely have a low diplomatic score for you (furious, annoyed, or cautious) and 

as a result may not be willing to trade technologies to you.  

 If any of your cities are under pressure from your vassal’s culture, you will still need to station troops 

there to suppress a revolt, even though the city now owns and works all of its BFC tiles.  

12.4 TIPS 

 Consider what use you’ll get from a potential vassal. If you mainly want a war ally, the warmonger 

leaders such as Montezuma, Shaka, or Genghis Khan might make good vassals. Conversely, if you 

want help with tech research, tech fiends such as Mansa Musa, Pacal, or Huayna Capac would be good 

choices.  

 If you are waging war, keep checking to see if your opponent will offer ―Capitulation‖ in return for peace. 

Different leaders have different thresholds for this; some will capitulate readily, after losing a couple of 

cities; others will refuse until they’re down to their last city. Most fall somewhere in between.  
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 Remember that if a civ is willing to offer capitulation to you, it is also probably willing to offer it to 

someone else. Check the power ratings regularly; another civ is unlikely to accept your enemy as a 

vassal if you are more powerful, since they would automatically be at war with you as a result. However, 

if you have an ally in the war against the potential vassal, your enemy my capitulate to your ally rather 

than to you. It may be necessary to bribe your ally to make peace to avoid this scenario. (In BtS, the 

vassal is supposed to capitulate to the civ that has done it the most damage, but don’t rely on this.) 

 Try to avoid razing cities if you intend to make your enemy a vassal. Each razed city will count as a 

diplomatic demerit vis-à-vis your future vassal and will make tech trading more difficult.  

 If you want the vassal to be of more use than just counting toward either a domination or conquest 

victory, make sure you leave them enough useful land and cities for whatever purpose you intend for 

them (research, military). 

 Any technology that you trade to your vassal can in turn be traded to other civs. You may therefore want 

to be careful what technologies you trade or give to your vassal.  

 There are two main reasons why many players will not accept a capitulating vassal, opting instead for 

complete obliteration:  

o The ―motherland‖ unhappiness, which deteriorates at an abysmally slow rate; and 

o The 50% pop/land contribution toward a domination victory, where 100% (by completely 

conquering the other civ) might give you an earlier win.  

12.5 COLONIES (BTS) 

 Colonies, which existed in Civilization III, were re-introduced in BtS as a type of vassals.  

 Once you have two or more cities on a separate landmass from that which houses your capital city, you 

may ―liberate‖ those cities and have them form a colony.  

 Cities on separate landmasses (especially four or more) have extremely high maintenance costs in BtS. 

If you make those cities into a colony, the maintenance costs go away.  

 The colony has the same relationship to its originating civilization as a vassal does to its master, with 

some exceptions:  

o There is no diplomatic demerit for having a colony.  

o The colony relationship cannot be broken by either party.  

 You earn a huge diplomatic bonus with your colony for ―liberating‖ them. They are likely to remain 

―friendly‖ with you for the remainder of the game.  

 However, remember that your new colony inherits all of your technical knowledge and may start trading 

those techs to other civs.  
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13. CORPORATIONS (BTS) 

 Corporations were introduced in the Beyond the Sword expansion pack, so this section is only relevant 

to BtS.  

 Corporations are kind of like late-game religions. They have to be founded (by Great People rather than 

by being first to discover a certain technology); they spread to other cities (though only on purpose, 

through the use of an Executive rather than a Missionary); and they return income to the ―head office‖ 

city. Also, certain civics (Mercantilism and State Property) function similarly to the Theocracy civic for 

religions, restricting the operations of corporations in some way (details below). 

 Corporations take in excess resources (such as fish, grains, metals,etc.) and convert them into other 

outputs (such as culture, food, production, gold, oil, aluminum, etc.).  

 Unlike religions, however, corporations have costs.  

o Operating costs: There is an operating cost for each city which is based upon the number of 

resources that the corporation is consuming; the more resources consumed, the higher the 

operating cost. Note, however, that you only pay operating costs for domestic cities to which you’ve 

spread the corporation; if you spread a corporation to the cities of another civilization, they pay the 

operating costs for their cities.  

o Spread cost: There is also a one-time cost you must pay each time you spread a corporation to a 

city, foreign or domestic.  

 It’s best to found corporations in the Wall Street city in order to multiply and maximize the gold per turn 

that you earn for each city.  

 As with city maintenance, courthouses reduce the operating costs of corporations by 50%.  

 The best corporations are:  

o Sid’s Sushi Co. (Required GP: Great Merchant) 

Grants additional food and culture based upon how many seafood and rice resources you either 

own or trade for. It’s better than its rival, Cereal Mills, because seafood tends to be more common 

than the grain resources on most maps, and it produces culture as well as food. The extra food 

allows you to grow your cities and run more specialists (running a few merchant specialists will 

usually easily pay for the operating costs of the corporation). Sid’s Sushi is also the best 

corporation to spread to other civilizations in order to reap more financial rewards.  Remember, 

though, that it produces culture as well as food; don’t spread it to a foreign city that is directly on 

your borders.  

o Mining Inc. (Required GP: Great Engineer) 

Gives you additional production (hammers) in each city where it’s spread based upon the number 

of certain production resources you have (copper, iron, gold, silver, coal). In the late game, the 

focus often shifts from commerce to hammers (to build space ship parts for a space ship victory, for 

example, or to build military units for a conquest victory), so spreading Mining Inc. to your best 

production cities to make them even more productive can make a huge difference. It’s usually best 

to not spread Mining Inc. to rival civs, however.  

 Both of these corporations can also be spread to marginal cities with low food or production to make 

them more worthwhile.  
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 The value of other corporations is, like many wonders, more situational.  

o Aluminum Inc. and Standard Ethanol (Required GP: Great Scientist) are useful if you lack 

access to a key resource (aluminum or oil, respectively). They also produce additional research, so 

they can be useful if you’re behind in technology.  

o Civilized Jewelers (Required GP: Great Artist) is most useful if you’re pursuing a cultural victory. 

However, it is the only corporation that produces gold in addition to the income it returns to the 

head office city. It can, therefore, be the most profitable of all the corporations. It competes with 

Mining Inc. for some resources, so the two corporations cannot co-exist in the same city.  

o Creative Constructions (Required GP: Great Engineer) and Cereal Mills (Required GP: Great 

Merchant) are ―consolation corporations‖ if you fail to found Mining Inc. and/or Sid’s Sushi Co. 

respectively (though Creative Constructions does produce additional culture, which Mining Inc. 

does not, so it can be handy for cultural wins).  

 Remember that corporations can only be founded by Great People. Unless you anticipate being able to 

produce the required Great Person with relative ease in the late game, you should save the required 

Great Person if you generate one.  

 Also remember that you have to be running specific civics for corporations to operate, and the other civs 

also need to be running one of those civics if you want to spread a corporation to them and receive 

income from them for it.  

o Free Market is the best corporation civic, with maintenance costs reduced by 25%.  

o Environmentalism allows corporations to operate, but with maintenance costs increased by 25% 

(50% higher than Free Market!).  

o Mercantilism prevents foreign corporations from spreading to the cities of the civ running the civic 

and will nullify the effect of branches already established there.  

o State Property prevents all corporations, including your own, from either spreading or operating.  

 Spreading corporations to a civilization running Environmentalism can put a serious dent in their 

economy. However, be aware that the civilization may change to State Property to counter the effects, 

and thus deprive you of corporate royalty income.  

 Once you spread a corporation to a city other than the one where it was founded, other civilizations may 

be willing to trade excess resources they have which are used by the corporation. Remember, however, 

that each of those trades, while increasing the benefits of the corporation, will also increase its 

operating costs. In addition, if you spread the corporation to your trading partner, they may cancel the 

trade so that they can benefit more fully from the corporation.  

 If you are pursuing a domination win, corporations may not be of any value to you, since you will most 

likely want to run State Property to lower the maintenance costs of your vast and growing empire.  

 Corporations, however, can be extremely valuable in the pursuit of cultural or space race victories—

especially the right types of corporations (Sid’s Sushi, Civilized Jewelers, or Creative Constructions for 

culture; Mining Inc. or Creative Constructions for space ship production, and, if needed, Aluminum Inc. 

for space ship build-accelerating aluminum if you don’t have any).  
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14. RANDOM EVENTS (BTS) 

 Like corporations, random events were also introduced with the Beyond the Sword expansion pack, so 

this section, like the previous one, only refers to BtS.  

 However, there are two ―random events‖ that may be considered to exist in vanilla Civ IV and in 

Warlords:   

o Discovering a mineral resource (gold, silver, gems, copper, iron, aluminum, coal, uranium) in a 

mine. There is a small chance of this happening for a worked mine each turn. The mine must 

therefore be within a city’s fat cross, and must have a citizen assigned to work it.  

o A forest or jungle growing on a tile that was previously bare (or had its forest or jungle chopped). 

The likelihood of this event is enhanced by having adjacent tiles with forest or jungle and is 

decreased by having a road on the tile. 

 Random events are exactly that: chance occurrences that affect your civilization and cities. They can be 

positive or negative.  

 Random events can be relatively simple, such as a windfall from a gold mine or a tornado that destroys 

a few tile improvements. They can also be very complex, such as quests that require you to perform a 

series of tasks in order to accrue some benefit or choice of benefits—such as building a certain number 

of libraries or chariots.  

 Random events are partially based upon what’s occurring in your civilization, so you can increase or 

decrease the likelihood of certain events by taking certain actions.  

o For example, one random event is the ―discovered manuscripts‖ event, which usually occurs 

because you have a tile with city ruins within your borders. Leaving these tiles unimproved 

increases the chances of this beneficial event occurring. And it can occur more than once.  

 Some events give you a choice of rewards/consequences. Read each one carefully and consider which 

would be most beneficial or least harmful based upon your overall strategy and goals.  

 It’s a good idea to maintain a certain amount of gold in your treasury to deal with random events.  

o Negative random events can sometimes be ―bought off‖: pay a certain amount of gold out of your 

treasury and the random event has no effect. Think of it as the game’s version of a protection 

racket.  

o Some positive random events can have their benefit increased by spending some gold. For 

example, the ―discovered manuscripts‖ event will give you a certain number of research points 

toward a specific technology with a 50% chance of doubling the points gained if you spend some 

money out of your treasury.  

o In the early game, 50 to 100 gold will be sufficient to deal with most random events; by the mid-

game, 100 to 300 gold will usually be needed, and by the late game, 300 to 500.  

 If you don’t like them, random events can be turned off by using the Custom Game screen to generate 

the game.  
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15. VICTORY  

15.1 GENERAL  

 The higher the difficulty level, the earlier in the game you need to decide which victory you will pursue, 

then direct your energies and strategy toward achieving it.  

 The earlier in game-time that your victory is achieved, the higher the adjusted score and ranking the 

game gives you, regardless of difficulty level and victory type.  

 Other factors affecting your final game score: population, land area, technologies known, world wonders 

owned. 

 Keep an eye on what your rivals are doing. You may be pursuing a space race win only to be blind-

sided by another civ that wins by diplomacy or culture.  

15.2 CONQUEST/DOMINATION  

 Strategic Emphasis: Military and Technology  

 Just as important to this strategy and victory is what you will de-emphasize: you will not found religions, 

nor will you bother with most Wonders or buildings unless they contribute, directly or indirectly, to 

military production and strength.  

 Focus your research primarily on military-oriented techs; trade for the rest, or demand them either in 

tribute or in exchange for peace treaties.  

 Achieving a Conquest victory, where you eliminate all your rivals, will likely require you to be at war 

constantly. You will need to manage war-weariness with civics and/or buildings and Wonders.  

 If you’re intent on achieving a conquest victory rather than a domination victory, you will need to raze 

most of the cities you conquer instead of keeping them. Otherwise you will exceed the population and 

land thresholds for a domination win. Alternatively, you can turn off the domination victory option in the 

custom game settings.  

 If you’re pursuing a domination victory, you will likely want to run the State Property civic as soon as 

possible to offset the maintenance costs of a large empire. This means that corporations will become 

useless to you, so don’t bother founding any.  

15.3 CULTURAL  

 Strategic Emphasis: Culture and Diplomacy 

 Again, you will de-emphasize other game elements, military in particular. Don’t neglect your military; just 

have enough up-to-date units in your border and coastal cities to convince your rivals to not attack you.  

 Also, manage diplomacy very carefully to avoid conflicts that will distract you from pursuing the cultural 

win. 

 Founding religions can be extremely useful for this type of victory. Religions and religious buildings 

contribute cultural points. Also, by spreading your state religion to other Civs (and ensuring that they do 

not have a different state religion by founding and ―hoarding‖ the other religions), you can ensure good 

diplomatic relations and avoid wars.  
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 While it’s not essential, one of the best ways to achieve a cultural victory is to have at least nine cities. 

This allows you to build nine temples for each available religion in your cities which, in turn, allows you 

to build three of each religion’s ―cathedrals‖ (one in each cultural city) which boost culture output by 

50%.  

 Corporations such as Sid’s Sushi, Civilized Jewelers, or Creative Constructions can be very useful in 

pursuit of this victory condition, as they all provide additional culture.  

 In addition, it’s best to plan for a Cultural victory early so you can be the first to research Music (for the 

free Great Artist which can be used for a Great Work in one of your cultural cities) and so you build the 

Sistine Chapel for its cultural output boost from every specialist (not just artists).  

15.4 SPACE 

 Strategic Emphasis: Technology and Production  

 You will likely need to be the tech leader to achieve this victory. The AI has a preference for pursuing 

this victory condition, so you will likely find yourself in a race with one or more rival Civs.  

 A good strategy for this victory is to pursue military goals early in the game, giving you enough cities for 

research, commerce, and production, while reducing your rivals’ capacity for the same. Then, by mid-

game, become a ―builder‖, forgoing wars in order to devote your Civ to research.  

 Tip: Mining Inc. or Creative Constructions are very attractive corporations for pursuing this victory, as 

they provide vital extra production to help produce space ship parts.  

15.5 DIPLOMATIC  

 Strategic Emphasis: Military and Technology, or Religion  

 Why military? The best way to ensure a diplomatic victory is to conquer enough of the world’s 

population so you have all the necessary votes to win a diplomatic victory. (Note: This is no longer 

possible as of BtS 3.13 or later unless you have vassals.)  

 An alternative strategy is to found as many of the world’s religions as you can—even all of them. Then 

spread only one to as many other Civs as you can to ensure good relations with everyone.  

 Like a cultural victory, you will need to start planning for a diplomatic win early on and make diplomatic 

decisions accordingly, courting enough reasonably large civilizations to ensure you have the votes you 

need.  

15.6 TIME  

 Strategic Emphasis: Military and Diplomacy  

 To achieve a time victory, you need to make sure your rivals cannot build the spaceship, the UN, a 

powerful military, or three legendary cities—in other words, ensure that other Civs cannot achieve any 

of the other victories. The best way to do this is to war with them and have them war with each other, 

thus slowing down their rates of advancement and re-directing production to military.  

 Remember, however, that your score is higher the earlier you win; time victories, therefore, almost 

always have low scores.  

 Another problem with time victories is that you may lose because the AI achieves one of the other 

victories before the game times out. You will need to watch the victory screen closely and may need to 

go to war or make heavy use of espionage in order to prevent the AI from winning.  
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APPENDIX: COMMON ACRONYMNS & ABBREVIATIONS 

Here is a list of some of the acronyms and abbreviations commonly used on Civ- related web sites and message 

boards such as the Civilization Fanatics’ Center: 

AH = Animal Husbandry 

AI = Artificial Intelligence 

AP = Apostolic Palace 

BtS = Beyond the Sword (expansion pack)  

BW = Bronze Working 

CE = Cottage Economy 

EP = Espionage Points 

FR = Free Religion 

GE = Great Engineer 

GG = Great General 

GM = Great Merchant  

GP = Great People/Person 

GPP = Great Person Points 

GPT = Gold Per Turn 

GS = Great Scientist 

GSpy = Great Spy  

GW = Great Wall 

HA = Horse Archer 

HBR = Horseback Riding 

HE = Heroic Epic 

HR = Hereditary Rule

IW = Iron Working 

LOL = What you do when Montezuma attacks your 

mechanized infantry with horse archers 

NE = National Epic 

OR = Organized Religion 

REX = Rapid Expansion 

RNG = Random Number Generator 

SE = Specialist Economy 

SoL = Statue of Liberty 

SP = State Property 

SR = State Religion 

TGD = Three Gorges Dam 

UB = Unique Building 

UU = Unique Unit 

WFYABTA = We fear you are becoming too advanced 

WHEOOHRN = We have enough on our hands right 

now 

WP = West Point 

WW = War Weariness 

XP = Experience Points 

 


